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Soviets praise revolutionaries
MOSCOW (AP) -- Flushed by the
victory of Soviet-backed forces in
Angola, the Soviet Communist party
congress gave unanimous praise
yesterday to leftist revolutionaries
abroad and vowed continued support
for their efforts.
There was also an attempt to lone
down the chief problem confronting
the congress -- ideological differences
with Communist parties in the West.
Party leader Leonid Brezhnev met
with his outspoken Italian
counterpart, tnnco Berlinguer. and
they issued a communique affirming
"respect for each othei's
independence."
The 4.998 Soviet delegates and 100
foreign Communist delegations gave a
standing ovation to a resolution in
livoi of legal and underground
Communists, "the consistent
advocates of peace and security," and
to a proposal to build a statue in their
honoi in Moscow.
DELEGATES also unanimously
approved Brezhnev's report on the
progress and future course of the
Soviet leadership, which pledged

support lor both detente and Marxist
movements throughout the world.
The Soviet Union believes that
supporting so-called national liberation
movements in Thud World countries is
not contrary to its policy of detente
with the United States and other
Western countries.
Speaker after speaker at the 25th
congress has lavishly praised national
liberation movements since Brezhnev
set the line with a condemnation of
"fascist-style pogroms" against
liberation lighters.
"The congress expresses its full
support for the marytrs and heroes of
the revolutionary liberation movement
and sends them its fraternal greetings,"
said the resolution. It gave no specifics
on what kind of help would be given.
IN GREAT part, the resolution
dealt with "persecution and
discrimination against Communists"
and expressed support in particulai for
jailed Chilean Communist leader Luis
Corvalan and Communists in Uruguay,
Paraguay. Guatemala. Brazil.
Argentina and Haiti.

Italian delegates interpreted the
wording of the Brezhnev-Berlingucr
statement as a concession to the
sovereignty of their party but would
not go so far as to suggest that
Brezhnev had backed down from his
often repelled criticism of ideological
revisionism within Communist ranks.
Other Western observers tended to
regard the meeting and communique
as not so much a Soviet concession as
a peace gesture at a time when the
congress is striking a theme of
Communist cohesion.
Berlinguer. in his speech to the
congress last week, defended the right
of the largest Communist party in the
West to forge a path independent of
Moscow and to cooperate with
non-Communist. The Communists are
the second most powerful party in
Italy and have been gaining on the
Christian Democrats.
THE CONGRESS also heard a
report from Premier Alexei Kosygin
on economic achievements during the
past five years and goals for the next
fifty years.
Leaning heavily on the
accomplishments, rather than the

shortfalls, of the 1971-75 economicperiod. Kosygin at one point said
Soviet industrial output grew an
average of 7.4 per cent a year,
compared with an average growth of
1.2 per cent in the United Stales and
Western Europe.
"This is not a temporaiy trend."
Kosygin said. The 72-year-old premier
used industrial growth as a mark of
"headway in economic competition
with the industrialized capitalist
countries," but he did not compare
the overall output of the two rival
systems, which is higher in the West.
Kosygin said the aims of the
1976-80 five-year plan are to
substantially increase the "material
well-being" of Soviet citizens.
Particular stress will be put on
upgrading agricultural production, the
greatest disappointment of the past
live years.
Maintaining the official silence,
Kosygin did not mention that the
Soviet Union had to buy substantial
quantities of grain from the West
following serious harvest shortfalls in
1972 and 1975.

School of Journalism searches for director
By Mary Higgins
Staff Reporter
Based on the Affirmative
Action Advisory Council's
, recommendation. Dr. Kenneth Rothc
yesterday released the decision that
the School ol Journalism's director
search prccedurc begin a second time.
According to the accompanying
statement with Rothe's decision, tinissue focuses ixi equal opportunity.
Because Dr. John Boyer, piescnt
' acting direct01 and endorsed candidate
for the position of permanent director,
was present at luncheon and dinner
with the screening committee on
January 12, the Affirmative Action
Advisory Council held that the
University's affirmative action policy
had been violated. Boyer was given
more occasion to visit with screening
committee members than other
candidates according to the advisory
council.
Rot he also stated another concern
was that the faculty Student Search
Committee did not lormally interview
any candidates before they decided to
endose Boyer lor the position.
"I FIND it most difficult -to
understand how judgment could be
made on the administrative abilities of
,% an off-campus candidate lot the
position without interviews in which
interpersonal communication skills
and personal sensitivity traits can be
observed by a representative group of
•faculty, students and administrative
personnel," Rothe said in his released
• statement.

The statement also outlined the
regular procedures of choosing
chairman candidates. Tills inclades the
provision that llieie be six candidates
involved tluougli the interviewing
proem before the committee selects a
candidate loi endorsement.
The statement read that since the
passage of equal opportunity and
affirmative action laws, there is a
necessity for "more structured, easily
scrutinized, and legally defensible
behavior" in (he hiring system. Rothe
staled that he did not think the
members of the journalism search
committee were guilty of intentionally
attempting to subvert the principles of
the atlirmative action policy.
Last Tuesday, nine of the 10
members of the journalism faculty
student search committee met for
further action on the candidate
selection. It was moved and seconded
that Boyer he recommended to Dean
Karl Vogt of the College of Business
Administration for appointment as
director. The committee voted in favor
of this recommendation.
THE AFFIRMATIVE Action
Advisory Council had scheduled a
meeting the next day to discuss the
implications of Boyer's presence at the
January I 2 luncheon and dinner with
the screening committee.
In closed session, the council
decided lo recommend to Rothe that
the journalism search committee had
violated equal opportunity standards
and that they be required to start the
search from the beginning.

Rothe asked that a new search and
screening committee be formed to
include four to five tenured or
probationary faculty members of the
School of Journalism: two or three
journalism students, one membci of
the dean's staff or Executive
Committee of the College of Business
Administration and Dr. Sheldon
Halpcrn, vice provost for faculty
affairs.
The procedure Rothe designated
includes choosing a committee
chairperson, and resubmitting local
and national advertising; inviting
additional nominations from
individuals; collecting applications and
all relevant credentials in the office of
either the provost or the dean of the
College of Business Administration;
selecting up to six candidates for
interviews on campus; and the
collecting of written evaluations on all
candidates from search committee
members.
All documentation received through
the procedure should be forwarded to
the dean or priwost along with the

nomination of at least two candidates
considered acceptable by the faculty
of the School of Journalism.
PROBATIONARY and tenured
faculty may indicate preferences for
first and second choices but in no case
should they recommend anyone to the
dean without majority support of
these faculty members.
Rothe also included the provision
that no candidate for the position shall
participate in any of these procedures
or be consulted on any of them except
in a candidate's capacity.
Coordinator of Human Resources
Myron Cheuaull should also be
consulted by the committee
chairperson to insure that all
procedures documents and criteria
follow affirmative action policies.
Vogt yesterday said he received the
endorsed recommendation of Boyer
for the position of permanent director
from the search committee, he also
endorsed it and sent it to Rothe.
"I am going to comply with his
(Rothe's) directives." Vogt said.
"That's just life, isn't it?" he said.

Perched on a fraternity house chimney, this University student
had a bird's-eye view of campus during the recent spring like
weather. However, a chance of showers today may force him to
find a drier location. (Newsphoto by Mindy Milliganl

Ford proposes educational grant plan
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Ford sent Congress plans yesterday
for a S3.3 billion education grant for
the states, mainly to aid poor and
handicapped youngsters.
The program for fiscal year 1977
would replace 24 separate education
funds now in effect and the President
emphasized that no state would get
less money than it did before.
The aim is to end the heavy burden
of regulations and red tape that states
now have to cope with and to give
them more control over education
funds, Ford said.
The main focus would be "on
improved education opportunities for
those with very special needs - the
handicapped and the educationally
deprived," Ford said, "with a
minimum of federal regulation and a
maximum of local control."
FORD'S piogram would give the
states $3.3 billion to aid elementary
and secondary schools and education
for the handicapped, adult education
and vocational education.
"To assure that students with

special needs," such as those in
poverty areas, "receive proper
attention, the proposed legislation
provides that 75 per cent of a state's
allocation be spent on the
educationally deprived and
handicapped and that vocational
education programs continue to be
supported," Ford said in a message to
Congress.
For the next three fiscal years, Ford
proposed increasing the block grant by
$200 million in each year from 1978
through 1980. He proposed that the
funds be made available before the
start of the school year.
Under the present separate category
grants that include aid to the
disadvantaged, the handicapped, the
deaf and blind, special programs for
vocational and adult education, school
libraries, research and other programs,
the federal government provided $3.24
billion in fiscal 1976.
A WHITE HOUSE fact sheet
estimated that the federal government
supports about 7 per cent of the total

coot of cleinenlray and secondary
education, most of it channeled
through numerous nanow calergorical
programs.
Promoting his philosophy that more
control should be transferred to slate
and local governments. Ford said. "It
is lime that we reconcile our good
intentions with the recognition that
we at the federal level cannot know
what is best for every schoolchild in
every classroom in the country."
"My proposal is based on the
conviction that education needs can be
most effectively and creatively met by
allowing states greater flexibility in the
use of federal funds," he added.
He told Congress, in seeking their
prompt and favorable action on his
proposal, that "this legislation will
allow people at the state and local
level to stop worrying about
entangling federal red tape and turn
their full attention to educating our
youth."
FORD PLEDGED that no state
would lose out in the block grant

fluids, which would he distributed 10
the stales on a formula bused upon the
number ol children from families
below ihe poverty level and the
school-age population of the state.
There are no matching fund
requirements. Ford emphasized that
"the same strong civil rights
compliance procedures" now in effect
would he continued. Non-public
school and Indian tribal children
would continue lo he eligible for aid.
Four programs which dealt with
higher education and libraries were
deleted from the proposed funding. A
While House fact sheet said that a later
request will be made to Congress for a
one-year extension of funding for the
college libraries program, bul that
there will be no further request for
funds for training and demonstration
for librarians or the undergraduate
instructional equipment program
under the Higher Education Act.
To qualify for the Nock grants,
states would be required to develop a
plan for use of (he federal funds,
worked out with public comment.

Faculty and staff salary increase urged
By Cyndi Bloom
Staff Reporter

'Fred1

Mark Suffron, senior, can no longer give University
basketball fans the bird Suffron, a member of Alpha
Sigma Phi, has been se*n at sporting events during the
last academic year under the guise of Freddie Falcon
and revealed his secret identity at Saturday night's
game against Northern Illinois. He is from Cuyahoga
Falls.

A 9.1 per cent increase in the funds
available for faculty and contract staff
pay increases will be recommended to
University President Hollis A. Moore
by the Advisory Committee on the
Educational Budget.
The increase is a total of seven per
cent cost of living increase, a 4 per
cent promotion increase and a 1.7 per
cent merit increase.
"This is a minimal preliminary
planning number," Dr. Michael
Ferrari, vice president of resource

planning and
committee, said.

chairman

of the

THE INCREASE would equal a
$1,729,000 increase in the educational
budget.
The faculty welfare committee of
Faculty Senate made recommedations
to the Educational Budget committee
for a 19.12 per cent increase in salary
funds.
Dr. Genevieve Slang, chairman of
the faculty welfare committee,
explained that the recommendation
was based on a 17.06 per cent increase

in the cost of living, a .36 per cent
increase for promotions, and a 1.7 per
cent increase for merit.
Dr. Kenneth Rothe, provost,
explained that even a six per cent
increase in the pool of funds for
salaries plus a $200,000 increase in
operating budgets and the mandated
budget increases would cause a budget
imbalance of $884,000.
"One way of eliminating some of
this overage is to not refill vacated
positions during the coming academic
year," Rothe said.
"The 9.1 per cent increase was

passed as a motion for a minimum
planning figure," Ferrari said. "It may
change but it is a place to start."

Weather
Chance of showers today with
highs in the low 60s. Cloudy
tonight with lows in the low 40s.
Cloudy tomorrow with a chance
of showers and highs in the upper
40s and low 50s. Chance of
precipitation 50 per cent today
and 20 per cent tonight.
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terrorism has to stop
The threat of international terrorism struck close to home over the
weekend when William Niehous, a Toledo native and Owens-Illinois
executive was abducted in Venezuela.
Niehous is by no means the first American businessman to be
seized by left-wing political activists', steps can be taken, though, to
try to make him the last.
Foreign revolutionaries seem to be making a habit of kidnaping
and killing Americans abroad, especially in South America and the
Middle East. The reasoning behind these abductions is simple - the
kidnappers have nothing to lose.
When a group of revolutionaries seizes a foreign official, it does so
either to gain publicity from the world community for its ideals or
for the finances to purchase the group weapons.
Following the abduction, a nation sympathetic toils philosophies
will most probably grant asylum to the members of that
organization, therefore eliminating social sanctions.
One possible solution to the problem is for the United States
government to crack down on countries that shelter abductors.
Through the power of embargo, political expedience or pressure in
the United Nations, those countries can be persuaded to stop
harboring these fugitives.
Something can be done to protect Americans outside the borders
of the United States, especially when peaceful methods of protection
can prove successful if put into effect.
The government has to take steps now to protect its people.

WASHINGTON •- Unbeknownst to
most of us the Federal government has
buill % cities which don't appear on
ordinary maps. They are underneath
the earth's surface and are of a covert,
but not a secret, naluie. (A secret is
something known to none* but a few;
covert is something known to Russian
espionage, but not to Congress or the
populace in general.)
Richard Pollock, writing in the
March issue of Progressive magazine,
has pretty much worked out what
these underground cities arc like and
what goes on inside of them. They are
hiding places for the executive branch
of government to flee to in case of
fire, famine, plague, rebellion or
atomic Armageddon. The legislative
and judiciary branches are apparently
to be left above ground to live or
perish as best they can with the rest of
us.
Leslie W. Bray, the director of the
Federal Preparedness Agency which
runs this mole kingdom, has informed
Congress he's "not at liberty" to
divulge what transpires in liis infernal
regions. Richard Pollock has found out
anyhow and has published it.
doubtless in the belief that "the public
has a right to kow."

Nicholas
voa Hoffmu

POLLOCK will escape punishment
for revealing the details concerning the
caves of cowardice prepared for our
leaders, but CBS's Dan Schorr isn't
finding the people's right to know
much of a defense for having
publicized thai famous House
Intelligence Committee report. Schorr
has said. "What is involved beyond
specific details of my action is the
public's continued right to know in
the face of a secrecy backlash."
The network's answer to this has
been to suspend Schorr from his
journalistic duties, albeit with pay.
The reason CBS has given for doing
this lo Schorr, one of the few
non-Mickey Mouse, real reporters in
broadcast journalism, is lhat he is now
in an "adversary situation" with the
government by virtue of having made
this covert, but not secret, document
public.
CBS MIGHT just as well have put a
memo on the bulletin board:
"To All Staff
"From: Executive Leadership Cadre
"I) Effective immediately, any
journalistic enterprise or initiative
resulting in CBS's broadcasting an
exclusive story concerning covert or
classified government matenal will
result in suspension.

"2) Staff members with ethical
problems concerning the people's right
to know are invited to sign up for a
Ford Foundation seminar on the
subject to be conducted at Princeton
University in the spring of 1078 or
possibly later.
"3) All staff members are also
reminded that as journalists even the
appearance of being in an adversary
position vis-a-vis the government or
any government official is a violation
of the highest standards of
professional conduct."
CBS'S TREATMENT of Schorr is so
quixotic it even raises a lew nagging
doubts about motives. Why. if CBS
was worried about adversary
relationships with the government,
didn't the network suspend Schorr
when the Nixon people were using the
FBI on the man? He was jusl as much
a center of controversy then.
Was the network content to have
the heat stay on Nixon, but is now
desirous of seeing the heat turned oil
the CIA'' The rumors persist in Ihis
city thai nol only individual
journalists bul news executives and
news organizations have had working
agreements with the dark principalities
of spookdom.
Is the suspension of Schorl a
warning to all scoop-happy reporters
lhat henceforth they are to confine
their investigations to graft in the
county assessor's otlice and slay away
fiom spoor trails which might lead
into their own boss's executive suites'.'
A companson between Schorr's
story and Pollock's is instructive.
Schorr broadcast and then caused lo

be published a congressional
document, much of whose contents,
had already been widely disseminated '
in essence, if not verbatim. So little
was thought of die importance of ils
contents that, when the stuff leaked.
Congress and the White House accused \
each other of doing it. an unthinkable
act if any truly vjluable information
were in it.
POLLOCK. ON the other hand. I
demonstrated the qualities of a
formidable spy. By sniffing and
snooping, by tacking all sorts of
information together, by interviewing
people, he has been able to describe a »
huge government operation which the
authorities didn't want the public to
know about. Since Pollock will nol be
suspended, investigated and perhaps
tried, as Schorr may. we can conclude *
the people do have a right lo know
aboul Ihe caves of cowardice.only
provided there is a rcpotter lo tell us.
The people's right to know is a
wobbling principle unless there is a
corollary one laying down somebody's
obligation to tell the people what they
have a right to know. Schorr had
assumed that obligation, but H is a
new idea in our public life. Il can't be ■
found in the Constitution and it only ,
exists here and there in oui statutory
law.
The Schorr case may give it wider
application, or we may decide we're
heller off not knowing. Are you
happier with the knowledge that every
top-level bureaucratic golfer has a
multimillion-dollar hole lo hide in
when the day comes for Ihe secondt
sun lo shine in ihe sky and cook the
rest of us into shadows on the rocks1

viable' returns again
By J. F. terHorst

S

TAKE HIM HOME,PLEASE— HE$ BEGINNING T& MAKE ME NERWUS!'

Leuera
forum showed
sga concern

Recently the Academic Allans
Boa id of SGA sponsored J forum on
the quality ol education al Bowling
Green. I commend all involved on the
student panel for a session lhat was
properly publ.ci/ed. oigani/cd and
thoroughly stimulating.
A BG News editorial emphasized
the fallacy lhat SGA is not needed, as
it is now ananged as a functional
student voice. Possibly if students had
bothered to show concern about how
thcii education could ho Improved and
had attended ihe foniin. any rumors
questioning the necessity ol SGA
would have been answered.
Included in the session were
dialogues between students and
faculty members. They discussed the
rationalization and validity of
objective and essay tesls. Freshman
English courses, field experience,
opportunities for independent study.
communication skills between teacher
and student and academic motivation.
All were topics duectly related to
our reason, as students, lot being in
college. Yet pathetic is not a harsh
enough word to describe the number
of students who thought it worthwhile
to attend the meeting. Worse. Ihe
number of faculty members who came
and participated weie countable.
Both groups gripe about each other
but when the opportunity to advance
both critical and complimentary
statements about Bowling Green's
academic condition arises, the
response is compar'tively nil.
The obvious lack of an acadeniK
aimosphere al Bowling Green prevails.
The fault lies nol solely with just the
faculty or just the students but quite
possibly within vague values and
altitudes llounshing in the gap
between the two,
At some point all of us have felt as
Hugh Prattler when he wrote: "I have
experienced within mysdf the desire
to be more than I am al the
momenl-an unwillingness lo let
myself remain where I am-a desire to
increase the boundaries of myself-a
desire lo do more, learn more, express
morc-a desire lo grow, improve,
accomplish, expand."

Maybe Ins words can serve as a
reminder to all thai education is an
implement lor growth. Both the
educaloi and cducatee learn from each
other. Thus the categorization! and
divisions thai abound within a
university arc arbitrary when the basis
for being here is considered.
I hope SGA members are nol
discouraged in their efforts toward
improvement even though faculty and
student apathy is evident and support
is limited. In the words ol the popular
group America, "...don't give up until
you drink from the silver cup."
Anne Facionc
448 Compton

not really
that bad
I would like lo make a short
comment lo all of the students who
have recently wrote into the B.G.
News complaining aboul every aspect
of school life. Really its not all thai
bad. you jusl have to know how to
look at it and consider all Ihe good
tlungs at Ihis university. Look at the
waim greeting received by so many
when they return to theii car after a
haid day al school and find that
cheery lit tie note which was so kindly
placed there by the sweet, eagle eyed
meter maids
It's the only form of mail some
people get. Consider the maintenance
crew and the way they ice the walks so
lhat we develop our coordination as
well as our minds while we are here at
school.
We should also count our blessings
when we consider the food services on
this great campus of ours. Any day of
the week we can, if we carefully select
our food, become sick enough to be
admitted lo the infirmary and thus
gii.ii.mtee a free day with a university
excuse.
Of course lei us not forget to be
thanklul to your friend and mine.
Hollis Moore, who has recently asked
for a small fee increase. We should be
happy to pay this increase because of
the vast improvement we will notice in
our educational system.
So you see everybody, we really

have very lilllc to complain aboul.
Anyone can see this If they just know
how to look at It,
Steven P. Wuilh
307 Kold

round, padded
dorm needed
An interesting phenomena has been
occurring recently in Bronifield Half
Il seems as though a number of
residents have been compelled lo
destroy a Variety of inanlimalc objects
throughout the dormitory. The sight
of ceiling tile drive these individuals
into a state of frenzy.
With alcohol as a stimulus, they are
capable of incredible feats, destroying
a whole ceiling in a matter of minutes.
So complete is the destruction, that
nothing is immune from their wralh.
Chairs, windows, lights, all demolished
beyond repair.
These individuals obviously need
some form of psychotherapy. This
innate aggression must be redirected. I
propose a round, padded dormitory to
house these "destroyers." This
structure would serve lo isolate these
individuals from the more passive,
non-violent faction of this campus
The situation is urgent. I ask the
administration lo lake my proposal
under serious consideration.
Neil Daniels
225 Bromfield

poor letter
Jeff Whitney, in his "Poor Letter,"
(take that any way you like), was
obviously correct. Brace May. The
only reason 1 wrote that letter was to
be obnoxious. Bruce May. and to see
my name in print. God does it turn me
on.
He does, however Bruce May, make
one small teeny weeny goof. That is
confusing sarcasm with satire. Now I
see where thai Brace May could
happen I mean they bolh began widi
an "s" and an "a", so il is excusable.

ORLANDO.Ma. ■- A beaming
Mo iris Udall stepped before the
television cameras in New Hampshire
last week lo make an important
pronouncement. His second-place
finish in the Democratic presidential
primary, Udall asserted, "makes my
candidacy viable."
Ronald Reagan, who tan behind
President Ford, was glowing, too.
Reagan declared his quest for the

Brace May
Bruce may. You see.
sarcasm is some sort of biling mocking
statement that is essentially Bruce May
irrelevant.
Satire, on the oilier fool, is a
literary form that exposes human
folly; and if you've ever had your folly
exposed you know how painful il can
be. Bul lei me Bruce May give a brief
overview of English .110 and its study
of some techniques of satire. First,
■here is exaggeration. Bruce May.
There is also misdirection, and parody,
and reversal, and Bruce May, and the
use of a personna and a bunch more.
Jonalhon Swift, Alexander Pope.
Bruce May, would ihey be cdled poor
sarcastic wits'' You bet. But who cares.
Admit il, Jeff, you want those
degenerates who steal my beloved
Brace May French Bread lo gel off
with a scolding. Is nothing sacred?
Next you'll be leaving the raisin
bread with ihe while icing lying
around unattended, jusl waiting for
who knows what horrible crime. And
whai about pumpernickel, and Bruce
May. and ciacked wheat. We must nip
Ihis in Ihe Bruce May bud. Rise up
Amenca. In this bicentennial year it is
our Bruce May duty to slop the
senseless theft and slaughter of our
American bread. Friends. Americans,
countrymen; lend me your Bruce May
eyes. Defend bread. Oh. and of course.
Keep'em Flying.
Bruce May
15I5E. WoosterNo.48

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to
Ihe editor and opinion columns Letters
may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300
words, typewritten
We ask that
columns be no more than lour typed
pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit
all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws ol libel
and proper taste
Letters and columns must include ihe
author's name, address and phone
number, and may be mailed to the
Editor, co The BG News.
106
University fall.

Republican nomination was now more
viable than ever.
Even today's Massachusetts
primary, the
viability
factor
apparently will be working, though
presumably heller lor some than for
others. Udall doesn't plan lo show up
at all in Florida fot next Tuesday's
primary, while Reagan pops in today
on the heels of viable Jimmy Carter.
VIABILITY IS ihe big thing on ihis
yeat's campaign trail, the in thing.
Every candidate lusts after II. To be
viable is to be in a charmed circle,
because a viable candidate has viable
issues, a viable budget, and a very
viable following to keep him viable.
The lime has arrived. I think, to
assert a truth thai is nol self-evident:
viability, like the ■ old gray mare, atn'l
what it used to be.
It used to be. before the politicians
got hold of il. a word one encountered
most frequently among ohstelncians
and pediatricians. Viable has its root in
the Latin word "vita." or lift,
Viable really means "capable of
living." and is used lo describe a
newborn baby's ability lo attain
sufficient development to premil il to
survive.
UNFORTUNATELY, the
politicians and pundits have put an
extra spin on the word so lhat it's
become a curve ball, very tricky lo
catch.
Mo Udall didn't mean he had
merely survived the night of Ihe
primary when he hailed himself as
viable. No. indeed. He meant he was
now a candidate who was capable of
continued survival and thus could
begin lo display thai olher nice thing
candidates yeam for •- momentum.
That, for sure, is what Reagan
means, too. John Sears, lus shrewd
young campaign director, explained it
ihe olher morning over scrambled
eggs. Winning in New Hampshire and

VIABLE ISSUES are something else
again. Abortion, school piaycr. and
gun control are certainly issues capable
of surviving this election campaign.
The issue of running against
Washington is a viable thing lot Carter.'
Reagan and George Wallace because
that's a inolif of their campaigns.
For Mi. Ford, the viable issues
include Reagan's S90 b. lion budget
cut-back scheme, his position on Social1
Security, and Reagan's income tax.
These issues may not be viable al all
after election day. however, depending
on who wins.
Of course when you have a viable '
issue like abortion, it's vital lhat a '|
candidate have a viable position on it.
This can be achieved m three ways, by
being for it, by opposing it, or byj
being a little bit pregnant on bolh
sides without either side noticing.
,
Jimmy Carter may be ideally viable
on abortion, although calling attention
to it this way may make him less so.
Viability has fragility. Mr. Ford tried
so hard to grasp it on abortion that it
crumbled before he could tuck il
away.
Disney World, where fantasy also
reigns, is close al hand. Il just nng.it
be. if you'll pardon the expression. «
viable alternative.
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Massachusetts. Sears said, wasn't
exactly necessary to establish
Reagan's viability as the man who can '
take the Republican nomination away
from the president.
Coming in second was good enough.
The way Sears put II, Reagan's
winning a lew primaries might reduce
his viability, which doesn'l make sense
and isn'. what he meant. After all. i
winning should make one more viable
than losing. Thai word can gel in your
I
way.
I
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local briefs

Prof vies for local judge
By Tom Schrock

Math lectures
Fred McMorris. assistant professor of mathematics
will speak on "Falsifiable Predictions of bvolutional
Theory," at noon today in 28 Shal/el Hall. The lecture
is free and open to the public.
Marathon Oil representative Aggie Gorup and William
Hudson, assistant professor of mathematics will speak on
"Math in Industry" at 7:30 tonight in 45° Math-Science
Bldg.The lecture is sponsored by Kappa Mu Epsilon and
will be free and open to the public.

Math films
The 1976 winter quarter Mathematics Film Festival
will be ending this week with three films scheduled for
today and Thursday. "Mathematical Induction" is set
for 4 p.m. today in 210 Math-Science Bldg. "The
Theorem ol the Mean," and ""Infinite Acres" are
scheduled for 4 p.m. Thursday in 11 5 Education Bldg.
All films are free and open to the public.

WBGU-TV poll
A program preference poll will be conducted tonight
at 7:30 on WBGU-TV, Channel 57.
Dr. Duane E. Tucker, general managei: Ron Gargasz.
program managei and Kalhryn Wardei, director ol
development, will open J polling session with discussion
of programming presently aired and those program
being considered for purchase from the Stateion
Program Cooperative.
Viewers may call in their preferences to WBGU-TV at
372-0121 between 7:30 and 8:30 tonight.

Camp Interviews
YMCA Camp Y-Noah of Akron. Ohio will interview
students interested in camp counselor positions, stable
director and waterlront director positions. Interviews
will be held Wednesday Mai. 10 in the Wayne and
Harrison Rooms. Union. Sign-up for interviews will
begin today in the Office of Student Employment. 4b0
Student Services Building.

Vincent Price
Actor Vincent Price will speak on "The Villain* Still
Pursue Me" at 8:30 tonight at the Student Union
Auditorium. University of Toledo. His appearance is
sponsored by the University of Toledo and is free and
open to the public.

Women's week
Events scheduled today as pan of "Women's Week"
include a lecture by Maggie Hawell, the first black
woman to receive an endorsement by a major party for
Toledo City Council, on "Women in Politics.'" and the
keynote speech by Marlene Sanders. ABC-TV producer
and vice president.
Howell is scheduled to speak at I 30 this afternoon in
the River Room. Union and Sandeis will speak at 8
tonight in the Grand Ballroom, Union.

Residence life

Dr. Donald D. Simmons,
associate professor of legal
studies at the University,
announced his candidacy
for Common Pleas Judge of
Wood County last Tuesday.
"I hope to bring youth
and experience into office."
Simmons said. The
4 I-year-old Republican
candidate served as Wood
County prosecuting
attorney from 1961 through
1968 and has practiced law
in Bowling Green since
1958.
"Most judges go on the

"BEING AT the
University has been
helpful." Simmons said,
adding that teaching has
helped keep him up to dale
on changes in law.
"It's really a different
game. The changing
marijuna laws arc one
example, and there have

been many revisions in
criminal processes," he said.
Although there is not another announced candidate.
Simmons said he does not
expect to run unopposed as
lie did lor county
prosccutoi.
Simmons is circulating
petitions for nomination by
the Republican party. He
said he hopes to have the
necessary 100 signatures by
Saturday and file the
petitions with the county
board of elections next
week. The filing deadline is
March 25.
THE ELECTION system

for Ohio judges is different
than for other positions, he
said. Candidates run for
party nomination and then
the nominee is placed on a
non-partisan ballot.
Simmons said it he is
elected, he may leach only
part time at the University
or quit teaching altogether.
In 1968. he taught and
served as prosecutor at the
same time.
Simmons graduated from
the University in 1956 and
received a Juris Doctorate
degree from the Ohio Stale
University College of Ijw in
1957.

Castro involved with murders
LAS VEGAS. Nev.
(AP) - Cuban Premier Fidel
Castro instigated • the
assassination of President
John F. Kennedy and "very
probably" that of Sen.
Robert F. Kennedy in
retaliation for five attempts
on his life which Castro
believed President Kennedy
ordered, the Las Vegas Sun
reported yesterday.
In a copyrighted story by
publisher Hank Grccnspun.
the Sun said information for
the stor> came from a
confidential source and was

documented by a secret
report in the hands of Sen.
Frank Church's Senate
Intelligence Committee.
There was no immediate
comment on the Sun"s story
from Church or other
officials in Washington.
The Sun reported Castro
had been eniaged by live
attempts on his life and held
Kennedy responsible- The
newspaper said it learned
that the plots against Castro
wete ordered from the
White House and carried out
by the CIA with the help of

undeiworld figures who had
been active in Havana
gambling operations pnor to
Castro's overthiow of
Fulgencio Batista.
CASTRO in
1963
captured one CIA agent sent
to kill him and tortured hirti
into revealing the entire plot
to Castro personally, the
Sun reported.
The newspaper said that
shortly after that. Castro
met with officials from
South American nations and
loudly levealcd the CIA plot
against him. The Sun

quoted Castro as having told
the assembly, "the
Kennedys have sought to
kill me. I shall mete out the
same justice to them."
I he Sun said information
about that meeting was
forwarded in a secret report
to Washington. But it said
the report was never
revealed to the Warren
Commission which
investigated the
assassination of President
Kennedy and ruled that Lee
Harvey Oswald acted alone
in killing Kennedy.

MardiGras 76 offered variety
By Rebecca Slump
Mardi Gras week came 10
a close Satuiday night with
what Union Activities
Organization (UAO)
Director Darryl Rolandclli
termed the "biggest and
best night of Mardi GtM in
the bst four years."
More than 3,000 people
attended Saturday night's
Grind Ballroom activities
which included a
bell) dancci. a magician.
■Una ol chance and booths
sponsored by campus
organization!, according to
James Siol.ui. diiector of
UAO.
Stolen said I he success "\
Mardi Gras was due to the
professionalism of ihc dels
which performed. "Marina
the Bellydancei" the biggest
attraction, according to
Rolandclli. adding that all
of the events were well
attended.

There will be a Residence Life meeting 5 p.m.
tomorrow in the Kohl Hall lounge. Representatives from
all residence halls are encouraged to attend.

Save
the News
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job just before it is time for
them to retire,"' he said. "I
hope to change that." •
Incumbent Judge
Kenneth H. Adams will
retire Jan. I, 1977.
Common Pleas judges serve
six-year terms.

"EVERY ectivit)

wu

packed. There was always I
l»Mig line of people wailing
to gel into the Grand
Ballroom." lie said. At one
point, the line 10 the
ballroom was backed
through the second flooi
lobby and down the Mans
to the Itrsl floor lounge,

Sweet and Flower
weie among these.

Shop,

Stofan lejd

FRIDAY'S UAO mixer
attracted about I ,b00
students. Shandley said. The
campus movie made a small
profit with molt than 1.000
pertooi attending the three
showings ol "Last Tango in
Pans''

Other features were a
professional palm reader, a
balloon twister, the
University Men's Chorus
and the Varsity Quartet.

Tony
Picke'l
Cakewalkin' Jass Band
entertained about 600
students in the Falcon's
Nest Thursday.

Thomas S handles ,
giaduate assistant to UAO.
said seveial booths winch
were expected to be less
popular with students also
attracted a large crowd.

However, UAO lost about
$250 on the Mardi Gras
activities. Stolan said the
loss had been anticipated
because the high costs of
the acts booked foi the
five-day lund-iaiser.

that the money given to the
Student Activities Charities
Board was the important
aspect to be considered.
Greg DeCiane of the
student activities office was
unavailable foi comment as
to the amount of money
Charities Board received or
to whom the money will be

Dr. Donald D. Simmons

Hall testifies
In Hearst case
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - The brother of a convict who
.laimed to have talked with Patricia Hearst's chief kidnaper
testified yesterday licit his brother discussed ways her
captors could dispose ol her.
Waymond N. Hall Jr., a high school teacher from
Stockton, Calil., was called lo the stand by defense
attorney F. Lee Bailey at Hearst's bank robbery trial to
confirm the testimony last week of his brother, Ulysses
Hall.
After Hall testified briefly, the jury was excused while
U.S. District Court Judge Oliver J. Carter considered a
prosecution motion to block a psychologist from testifying
lot the defense.

distributed.

Shandley said the
delicatessen, which included
"everything from bagels to
French waffles" and the

Stolan said it was not
unusual for UAO to lose
money on Maidi Gras, but
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results

ULYSSES Hall had testified that Symbionesc Liberation
Army chief Donald "Cinque" DcFreczc told him he could
either kill Hearst, send her home, or make her a fugitive. He
said DeFreeze opted for the last choice and told turn he had
forced Hearst to lake part in the hank robbery for which
she is on trial.
Waymond Hall testified that he overheard his brother
saying at a family reunion In late 1974 that DeFreeze had
only three choices of what to do with Hearst.
"He just said in the general conversation that Cinque
really only had the three choices," Waymond Hall said.
"He. Ulysses, was asking what could he. DeFreeze. do and
why was she there." Waymond said his brother spoke of
Cinque as if he had some knowledge of the case.

Have a big takeout order?
Want to save time and energy?
Now all you have to do is...

DAYTONA BEACH
FLORIDA
SPRING BREAK

* 8 days, 7 nights!
(March 19- March 26)
* Roundtrip Transnortathn
by non-stop Greyhound bus

* Exclusive Beach Front
Holiday Inn
* Free Beach Party end
Other Extras!!!

A Super Travel Bargain

•149.95

CoDV'fjnieO 1974
McDonald t Corp

McDonald's will have it all ready
when you get there!
Pick up special Dial'MMenu and number tn call today
at your local participating McDonalds

MINIMUM ORDER *5M

1050 S. MAIN 352-7474
1470 S. WOOSTER 353-9871

Reservations are limited Call Brad at 352-0735
CAMPUS SOUND ENTERPRISES
Bowling Greens Sol* Aaem
National Mehl Tours is a Licensed ICC Tour Broker
License No. MC12354

>ti

Ai McDonald's, redo ft all for you. fMcSon^d*
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Eight run in Mass. primary
BOSTON (AP) -While
the din of campaign
loudspeakers echoed
through narrow downtown
streets. Democrats waged
their election-eve search for
votes yesterday in a
Massachusetts presidential
primary where the ballot
reads like a candidate
census.
With eight
major
candidates and a
no-preference line dividing
the vote. Massachusetts will
produce a minority winner

today while dividing its 104
national convention
delegates in proportion to
the popular vole share each
entry gets.
So yesterday was a day of
endorsements, speeches,
leaflets and final efforts to
persuade voters in a contest
so divided it will not lake
many ballots to alier the
order ol finish.
VERMONT also votes
today in a primary thai will
rank candidates hut will not
commit delegates. Former

newsnotes
Plane fare
GENEVA. Switzerland (AP) - Pleading ever-growing
costs, major airlines flying the busy North Atlantic route
proposed another fare increase yestctday. this one
averaging 6 per cent and effective May I.
A spokesman said the new rales, worked out by the
23 airlines flying the Norih Atlantic and I 5 airlines that
handle connecting traffic to the Mideast and Africa, will
range between 2 and 10 per cent but "the general trend
is probably in the order of an average 6 per cent."
He said the increased fares ate expected to remain in
effect until Oct. 31, when the airlines hope to introduce
a complete new fare system.

ROME (AP) - The liru. a haiomclct ol the durability
of Prcmici Aldo Morn's minority government,
performed eiractically yesterday as Italy reopened
official exchange market! alter I 40-day shutdown.
The powerful C'omiminisl party repealed ils demand
for a partnership in government and lold the Uniled
Slates and Western Europe il was ready to "negotiate"
iis future relationship to the Atlantic alliance.
Dipping as the markets reopened, the lira closed at
771 to I in official Hading, bringing J momentary sigh
of relief to officials of Moro'i I''-day-old government,
This was the same as Friday's close in interbank Hading.
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"I'm going to send a very
big shot into the
Massachusetts political
establishment," Wallace said
in Worcester. He said people
who have been turned off
by inflation and big
government will be out
voting for him.
CARTER, ranked among
the Massachusetts leaders
after his victory in New
Hampshire's presidential
primary last Tuesday,
wound up his campaign
Friday. He said he expects
to be among the top three
candidates in Massachusetts.
Carter was attending to
his Southern flank,
appearing in Miami, with
Florida's presidential
primary coming up in eight
days.
Sen. Henry Jackson of
Washington came away with
the biggest name in the
endorsement race, appearing
at a Boston news conference
with former United Nations
A m b a s sador Daniel
Moynihan.
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Bachman

The courts of Ohio are struggling with the new philosophies regarding the roles of
men and women in our society, said local attorney Evelyn Bachman at yesterday's
Women's Week discussion of "Legal Rights for Women." Bachman discussed the
implications to women of a recently effective state law dealing with unlawful
discriminatory practices in credit transactions. The law prevents any creditor from
discriminating against a credit applicant for reasons of race, color, religion, sex.
marital status,
national
origin, or ancestry. She explained that if refused
credil an individual may request within 60 days of the rejection that the creditor
provide a written statement of the specific reason for the application iejrction.
Women's Week activities continue through Friday.
(Newsphoto
bv
Mindv
Milligan)

Students may face fund loss
Students who study al
source of income if
llic University and live on
Congress gives ill approval
social security monies may . to a proposal submilled by
find themselves without ■
Picsidcnt Gerald Ford.
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Students interested in summer jobs and marching with
the Marion Cadets Junior Drum and Bugle Corps in
Marion are invited to a presentation by cadet executive
director Douglas Madar at 2 p.m. Thursday in 111 Music
Building.
Madar's presentation will include a movie and short
talk He said the cadets are a nationally-recognized drum
corps and have appeared in Bowling Green's annual
Festival of Brass.
The program will be geaied lo music majors interested
in playing an instrument all summer. Mada said he has
lined up some summer jobs in Marion as well as
inexpensive or free summer housing.
Those inleresled but unable lo attend should contact
Madar al 352-1394.
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school children
integration.

Marching corp

Italy
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Georgia Go". Jimmy Carter,
1972 Democratic vice
presidential candidate
Sargenl Shriver and former
Oklahoma Sen. Fred Harris
are on the Democratic
ballot there.
President Ford is
unopposed in Vermont, but
former California Gov.
Ronald Reagan is on the
Massachusetts ballot with
him.
There are 43 Republican
delegates at stake in
Massachusetts, to be divided
in proportion to the Ford
and Reagan showings.
THERE ARE 1.31
million
registered
Democrats. I.I million
independents, and 461,000
registered Republicans In
Massachusetts.
Stale Secretary Paul
Guz/i said he expected a
turnout of between 35 and
40 per cent of the voters.
Alabama Gov. George
Wallace, out for his first
primary of the year, made a
four-stop tour of the stale
before wrapping up his
campaign in Boston, where
he was expected to ride a
wave of opposition to the
court-ordered busing of

'.' |

•320-9% mo.
•300-12 mo.

The President has
submilled a suggestion
asking for the cutoff of
social security funds to
college students.
Beryl Smith, director of
the financial aid piogram al
(he University, said abotil
500 students here arc living
on social security benefits.
SMITH SAID 'the
students receive social
security assisiancc because
llieu parents arc eilhei
deceased, retired or
disabled.
Smith added ih.it u loss
of funds would hurl others
besides students. Almost
everyone receiving social
security payments here
sends a portion, aboul S2S,
to then parenls to help
supporl the household, he
said.

The nmoum each sludcni
receives varies with the
length of lime an
individual'! parents paid
earning! Into the social
lecurity system. Smith
estimated that some
students receive as much as
S2S0 pei month, but said
(he average amount is
between SI00 and $23tt
"
Hie hill is in a House of
Representatives committee
and is nol expected to be
taken to the House floor in
the neat future,
Government reports show
that money saved by the
elimination of social
security payments to
students would not be
allocated to any other
program aiding the
collegiate age group,
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AT BOWLING GREEN ?£££*■
look on your
job application?

FOR FURTHER DETAILS ABOUT THE ARMY
ROTC TWO-YEAR PROGRAM CONTACT
CAPTAIN THOMAS WHIPPLE IN MEMORIAL
HALL OR CALL 372-2477.

Employers can afford to
be choosy these days. There
are a lot more college grada
around than jobs available
for them.
So, when you go into thoee
job interviews in a few years,
you're going to be tested and
rated. On your ability to accept responsibility. On your
leadership potential. On your
management experiences.
Many companies find
young people with the qualities they want among Army
ROTC graduates.
Army ROTC students
leam how to lead, how to
manage people and equipment. Then, aa active Army
or Reserve officers, they take
on more instant responaibility than is available in most
other jobs right out of college.
A collage graduate who's
been an Army officer has
more to offer. And moat em
ptoyera know It.

Ann j ROTC
Le-rawfcetittake.tol.ad

ANGEL FLIGHT
congratulates
its new Angels

Penny Davis
Sue Luchsinger
A******iiiitiii*MiMimiiti**iiiiii*tiiiiiiiliit

M «- . s...._. _

Alpha
Gamma
Delta
congratulates
its

Then is only
one Earth shoe.
To be sure you
are not being sold
aniinitation,look
on the sole for the
Earth trademark
and O.S. patent
iwmb0f33O594T
TOuTlbeglad
yon did.

NEW ACTIVES
CANDY ADAIR
DEBBIE ADE
ANN BLACK
ANN BURWELL
NANCY FRITZ
LAURA HALAGAN
GAIL HARRIS

MOLLY HOSMER
LISA HUNT
SUE KERRIGAN
BETSY KILIUS
DIANE MARCH
SUE MAURER
LAURIE SMITH

CLAUDIA ROSSELL
NANCY RUTHOWSKI
GAIL THIEROFF
BARB TURLEY
MARY BETH VOIT
PATTY WISE

Congratulations

SeSBayS
The Earth Shoe Store
4024 N. Holland

SYLVANIA RD at SYLVANIA AVE

Toledo. O

882-1346

Hours 11-7 M-S.Thurs.till 9
1 '/» m lies west of Franklin Park
Mall on Sylvania Ave
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Cuckoo's Nest' shines
Review by
Michael Scot! Barson

performance of Jack
Nicholson as R.P.
McMurphy, the hard-nosed,
The word is, Jimmy the smooth-talking con-man
Greek already has this as a 3
who gets himself committed
lo I favorite to cop the
to the Oregon State Mental
Academy Award as best
Hospital (where the film
film of 1975.
was actually shot) because
I wouldn't go quite that
he figures it to be an easier
far-both "Jaws" and ride than the prison work
"Nashville" were more
farm he had been assigned
successful at delivering what
to. Nicholson lays serious
they set out to deliver-but claims to being the best of
thai only diminishes the many excellent male
"Cuckoo's Nest" by an iota
screen actors around these
or two. It stiU is a film
days, and his charismatic
which
is
highly portrayal in this film will
recommended.
almost certainly win him his
richly deserved Oscar.
BASED ON Ken Kesey's.
But Nicholson deserves
1962 novel by that name, credit beyond his own
the film version of "One performance: reportedly he
Flew Over the Cuckoo's went to great lengths both
Nest" (currently doing a long
in researching his role and
hitch at the Stadium
helping some of the less
Cinema) is not so much an
experienced members of the
adaptation of the book as a cast, some of whom, like
reduction of it.
Will Sampson, had no acting
Producers Michael
experience whatsoever.
Douglas and Saul Zaentz
and director Miles Forman
THE RESULT is an
decided to tone down the
ensemble empathy that can
[', comic-strip heroism and the
be felt most strongly by the
nightmarish surrealism that
audience-perhaps the film's
gave the novel so much of greatest virtue.
its wallop, in favot of a
The supporting cast is
more
documentary
uniformly excellent, but
approach. In so doing they
special mention should be
gained something in the way
made of Louise Fletcher as
of realism, but lost
the benignly malevolent
something in the way of
Nurse Ratched. Brad Dourif
impact.
as the slut tering.
' What d'sguises this subtle
mother-dominated Billy
shift in emphasis to a large
Bibbn; Danny De Vito as
degree is the tour-de-force
the diminutive hallucinator

Martini: and Sydney Lassick might have been even less
as the rebellious but
ef fe c t i ve . Kesey's
hysterical Cheswtek.
heavy-handed Christ
symbolism for McMurphy
Will Sampson is the stolid
giant, Chief Bromden,
and Wicked Witch of the
whose feigned deaf-mute- • West ireatment of the Big
ness marked his alienation
Nurse worked well on the
printed page, but probably
from a world which had
would have appeared
ravaged him and his people.
ludicrous on the big screen.
It is from the Chief's
(Which is undoubtedly the
schizophrenic, hallucinatory
reason that Kesey's first
viewpoint that the novel is
draft of the screenplay was
narrated, incidentally, and
rejected.)
much of his fascinating
character has been
Still, this revamped
unrevealed by the filmakers"
decision to work outside,
version rather paints itself
rather than inside, his head.
into a corner, with too
Director Milos Foreman,
many things happening too
a Czech fiimaker whose first
quickly and too confusingly
major
Hollywood
in the film's last ten
production this was.
minutes.
encouraged the actors to
Whatever its flaws and
improvise some of their
limitations, though. "One
scenes and dialogue, and
Flew Over the Cuckoo's
insisted that cameiamen
Nest is still an immensely
Haskell Wexler and Bill
attractive and effective
Butler shoot the film in the
movie. Jack Nicholson's
same loose way.
unbroken McMurphy and
Will Sampson's ascendent
THIS TACK gives
Chief Bromden will be two
"Cuckoo's Nest" the
of the enduring images of
realistic, quasi-documentary
this year's cinema.
atmosphere that sets off its
many humorous sequences
to maximum advantage, but
at
the
same time
circumscribes the tragic
COLUMBUS (AP)--Gov.
grandeur of the climax.
James Rhodes and other
In fairness to the
Republicans on the newly
producers and director,
organized Apportionment
though, they might not have
Board traded legal attacks
had much choice-had they
yesterday on Rhodes'
filmed it the way Kesey
attempt to draw new
wrote it, "Cuckoo's Nest"
election districts for the

Apportionment Board attacks Rhodes

Scotland Yard officers arrested
LONDON (AP) -Twelve
retired or suspended British
police detectives were
ordered yesterday to appear
at hearings Maich .<0 in
what may be the biggest
corruption scandal in the
147-year history of the
Scotland Yard.
Two
decorated
ex-commanders arc among
the do/en men charged with
conspiring to collect bribes
and other considerations
from pornography
merchants. Bail was set at
$10,000 for each man.
Official sources said it
was the first time an officer
of commander. rank had
been charged with
corruption, and the number
arrested was reported to be
the largest in any police
scandal for at least two
decades.

number of- guilty officers
have been acquitted in ihe
past because juries are
reluctant to convict,
policemen on the testimony
of criminals.
Another former squad
chief, retired detective chief
supeiintendenl Alfred
Moody, 50. said there was
no need to have the accused
arrested on warrants.
Moody once headed the
obscene publications squad.

of its existence an
international reputation for
integrity and incorruptibility. In recent years,
however, general police
criticism from left-wing and
minority racial groups has
included the Yard.
After yesterday's
appearance in court, a
lawyer and two of the
accused complained of the
way (he Saturday arrests
were handled.
Kenneth Drury, 5$,
retired commander of the
Yard's emergency "flying
squad." complained that
remarks last week by Police
Commissioner Sir Robert
Mark would prejudice the
case. "How can any of us
have a fair trial now?"
Drury asked.
Mark said in the speech
last Wednesday that a

•THERE WAS no need
to get men out of bed at
6:30 a.m. when the police
knew full well where they
were and considering that
they have been in regular
contact with them for the
past two or three years."
said Michael Ralton,
attorney for anothei of the
accused.

One condition for
granting bail was that the
accused surrender their
passports to prevent their
leaving the country.
Some of ihe accused
officers arc holders of many
commendations won during
long police careers. Drury
holds 23 commendations,
and Wallace Virgo, retired
murder squad commander,
holds"" the Queen's police
medal
among 25
commendations.
The arrests capped an
investigation by the
metropolitan police
anticonuption squad thai
took some two and a half
years. The alleged offenses
span a period as far back as
I960. Amounts involved in
the alleged payoffs are being
kept secret until the trials.

v

Why
Myadec?
S4.98

Spring is sprung,
The grass is riz.
I wonder where
My figure is.
Lote your figure thin winter?
DJ.'$can help you find it again.
DJ.'t has a wide selection of

High-potency vitamin
formula with minerals

BIKES JOG TOGS
EXERCISERS
ATHLETIC SHOES

DORSEYS DRUGS. INC.
-

Democrat-controlled
legislature.
Rhodes and two GOP
members. with two
Democrats absent, voted to
ask the state Supreme Court
to force the attorney
general to provide funds to
hire special counsel lo
represent them in the
upcoming apportionment
fight.
THEY ACTED alter
Brown, a Democrat, refused
to pi ovule outside counsel
and instead submitted a list
of 13 lawyers already on the
state payroll. He told the
Republicans to choose from
the list.
Rep. Frederick Young,
(R-Dayton). called Brown's
action inconsistent with the
past. He said the attorney
gcneial in a 1971 challenge
of .the existing eSenat»%iiidw>
House dislricts, provided
outside counsel for
Democrats who then had
control of the Apportionment Board. "His. Brown's,
policies are dictated by
politics." Young contended.
Earlier yesterday in a

MOVER

Ill Railroad Street
Bowling Green. Ohio
43402

pip
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: Printed T-shirts make:
• stylish warm weather •
: wear. Pick up yours :
today at

TUESDAY
SPECIALS
All New
SPRING SWEATER TOPS
Tues. Only 20% OFF
All
OPAQUE PANTYHOSE .99
KOTEX NEW FREEDOM PADS
Reg. .65 Now .39
YARDLEY
GLIMMERICK EYESHADOW
40% OFF
OPEN TIL 9

The Powder PuH
525 Ridge St.

Normally
the
Appo rlionment Board
remaps once a decade, but
the governor argued thai tlic
mailer could be reopened
before the nexl census
because Ihe present plan
violates Ihe Ohio
Constitution. He has
pointed out a number of
irregularly drawn, oddly
shaped dislricts which he
contends were obviously
gerrymandered.
ONE OF the two
Democrats on the board,
Auditor Thomas Ferguson,
staled flatly he would
boycott the session. The
other, Sen. Anthony
Calabrcse. (D-Cleveland).
was in Columbus hut iftyed
away without saying why.

singers. m«iicli»i, dancers, ttchnlcltnt, magician; ben/opfarers,
I If 11 III, planlali, puppeteers, noreff r ten ...II ntu all klnda of reran*
lo entertain Cedar Point's 2,300.000 summer gunli, end tne searen fa on.
So, cnec* tne audition achadula. pofiefi up four eel and come enow ua your
latent. Technicians, coma lor an Martlam with Cedar Pvlnfa lire Snowa.
AUDITION AND INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
Pittsburgh, Pa—Frl., Fab. 27,1976 Indlenapolls, Ind—Tues.. Mar. 2,1976
Stoulfer's Indianapolis Inn
William Perm Hotel
2820 North Merldan
Mellon Square
Tech Interviews 4:00 Auditions 5:00 Tech Interviews 4:00 Auditions 5:00
Detroit, Mich.—Thura., Mar. 4.1976
Sheraton—Southfield Hotel
17017 West Nine Mile Road at 1-696
Tech Interviews 4:00 Auditions 5:00
Louisville, Ky.-Mon.. Mar. 1.1976 Sandusky, 0 -S.I , Mar. 6,1976
Cedar Point
Sheraton Inn—Louisville East
Centennial Theatre
I-64 al Hurstbourne Lane
Tech Interviews 4:00 Auditions 5:00 Tech Interviews 10:00 Auditions 11:00
Cincinnati, O.—Sun., Feb. 21,1976
Stoulfer's Cincinnati Inn
150 W. 5th Street
Tech Interviews 3:00 Auditions 4:00

Volu«i'"cuj horn*

Courwi dial ire *
comUntit uoditt4j
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Live Entertainment, Cedar Point, Sandusky, Ohio 44870

J
*

CEDAR POINT

AMUSeMeWT L3ND
SANDUSKY, OHIO

VAT
1*90 Northwest Blvd.
CoiumBwt. On. 4UI2
(tit) WINII

•
*
•

and

J

21711 t-V. TMMIH no.
soutnfwm. Mien. 4aors
(3131 354-00*5
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1 15 W. Merry Si.

the

drawn by Democrats after
the census in l')7l.

rTALENT SEARCH 76^

: NOT
i
DAT
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• FLEX
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•DJ.'s Shirt Shack!

DJ.'a

WAfr on

attorney general's list along
with Young and two
Rhodes aides Frederick
Mills and John McElroy.
The latter was fined $5,000
earlier for violating a federal
court injunction issued alter
that court ruled thai Ohio's
existing plan met U.S.
apportionment
requirements. All but S500
of an original $5,000 line
was suspended.
Before legally challenging
district lines, Rhodes and
his two Republican
colleagues must gel
clearance from U.S. District
Court Judge Frank Ballisli
of Cleveland, who in l°7.1
issued a permanent order
against any tampering with
ihe current plan.
Rhodes, laced with large
Democratic majorities in Ihe
House and Senate, wants to
change the legislative map

Open only to registered college students and graduating high school seniors.
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h.

letter to Thomas Moycr,
Rhodes' excutive assistant.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Robert H.
Olson Jr. said the proposed
state lawyers would be
limited to existing salaries.
"The attorney general does
not believe the taxpayers
should be forced to bear the
additional expense of
special counsel appointed
from a private sector,"
Olson wrote.
Mover, who is
acting
secretary *of the board
reconvened by Rhodes a
week ago, said it would not
be fair to name lawyers who
already have specific duties
to perform for the stale.
"They already have
important duties which they
would not be able to
perform. It isn't fair to Ihe
taxpayers," Moyer said.

Ovr 35rf»*i
Of tipfntWf
**d luccm

FABLED in fiction and
the theater, Scotland Yard
had built up over the years

Spring weather and crazy antics seem to go hand-in-hand. This student apparently
thought eight weeks of winter quarter was enough to go ape over. (Newsphoto by
Mindy Milligan)

King Kong

* ANGEL
FLIGHT
i
CONGRATULATES
its

NEW OFFICERS
Barb Wagoner-

Executive Commander

Lois Venta
Jenny Brest..
Stevee Morilak

Executive Officer
*ASO/Ffight Sergeant
-ISO/Liason

Sue Luchsinger

Comptroller

Penny Davis*

Pledge Trainer

Mary Yoe

Asst. Pledge Trainer

¥
¥
¥
¥

t¥
¥

••••••••••••••••••••••••

tonight,
free pop.
PbglloPs

Pepsi, Pagliai's Pizza and you can really
get together on Tuesday nights, 5 p.m. to
midnight.

t0O4S.Main.6.C
- Ph 352-7171

When you order a 14", 2 item pizza
($3.60) you get 6—12 oz. cans ot Pepsi
FREE.

Hours: 4 om to 2 am

To your door or in the store.
*♦

• ptzia • subs
•spaghetti

Minimum order for Free
Delivery It $1.70.

Hagr 6/The.BG Newi. Tuesday, Mirch 2, 1976

We >»•• the right
to limit quantities.
pncii and Items
effective at Kroger In
Bowling Or»m Mon..
1. 1976 thru
Sun.. Mar. 7. 1976
Nona told to daalari.
Copyright 1975. the

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Most Stores

Classifieds

1

2

3

1

IU

get

Kroger Co.

fast
results

■

17
20

to
place
your
ad

26

27

28

372
-2445
TOLL FREE

9 *j.m.- 10 p.m.

l-«00-43i-3710

1

0

9

■

■ ►j

I

■ 33

H
30 1 31

3U
■ 37

■■

117

56
59

1
6
10
14

16

1

ACROSS
Labyrinth
CaaU off
opricioualy
Call's partner
Symbol of
power
Ammonia
compound
"
altar hie
own heart/'
Rival of 28 Down
Troubadour
instrument

60
20 Mayor Beam*
21 Malta way for

1

22 Animal fat
24 Biographer
26
26
29
32
33
34
36

Leon
Copters
Place of
furniture
Beneficial
Merman
The same
Predicament.
Colloq.
African country

31 Bit player
33 Beings Fr.

62 Capital of
Latvia

37 EjclsmaUon of
aurprise
39 Girl's name

30 Socialcall

36 African people

63 Opportuniata'
cousins
56 Adjective auffut
57 Card
68 Droop
59 Iriah county
80 "Enigma Variatione" composer
61 Miner's nail
Silicate
Bedouin
City area
Omega
Opaque quarU

55

6
7
8
9
10

Force
Simba
Blasting need
Poems
Vote

"

11 Combines, as oil
and water

■

-5

S7

48 Part of a circle:
Abbe
49 Greek letter

40 Digit

42 Seaport in
Brittany
43 Murder
mystery
character
45 Rigoletto's
daughter
46 Window
dressing

DOWN

5»

»

29 Pobceunit

1
2
3
4
5

13

m

52

13

■ U0

H2

<6

12

23

"

■ 36

HI

II

r„

'5

m 1 so

51

1

6,

36 Shirt adjuncts
37 13 Down, old
atyle
38 At the age of

Let

48 Lag behind
49 Word with man
or mouse
50 Po tributary
51 Made to serve

54 Spring mo.
55 Suppositions

ANSWER TO

iMfTfj

12 Famous Roman
13 Was aware of
18 Sing
23 Salt lake ol
Asia

25 Colorful

41 Chaired
43 A kind of daisy
44 Book of maps

26 Summary:
Colloq
27 Else
28 Kentucky
Derby winner.
1963

by Garry Trudeau

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
TEU. ME, HONEY-IS
IT HARD TO CONVERSE
WITH THE CHAIRMAN? I
WASTOiP HIS STROKE
LEFT HIM lim A
SPEECH IMPAIRMBNT..

niNOis nuu

24 Stretched (with
"out")

39 Caverns in
Virginia
40 Posaaaaive
pronoun

45 Surfril

47 Costa

DOONESBURY

r^

ABORTION
•ISO.""

7

1

35

17
19

Call
Fact
Line

'

32

16

today.

2

8

38

Call 2-2003

1

6

5

46 I

YES, SK. CHAIRMAN MAO HAS
AlUAYS BEEN HARD TO UNDERSJAND BECAUSE HI SPEAKS AN
OBSCURE RURAL OAua ANDNOW
IUTH THE STROKE, ISEEMTOBE
THE ONLY TRANSLATOR WHO CAN
STUimRSWDHM.

NO KIDON6?.. MAN,
THAT CERTAINLY
LEAVES YOU UJITH

AHEUOFARESPONStKLITY.
00ESN7IT?

YES,SK.
IN A UAY.
I'M SORT OF

W
SrY
COUNTRY.
THU
to-1**
m

MINP.

HAMPTON
HOUSE
DELUXE
2 BDRM
FURNISHED
APTS.
PHONE

352-6293

-*®*~ CLaSSIFIED mm.

705 7th STREET]
CAMPUS CALENDAR

JPIZZA DRIVERSl

Coca-Cola or Sprite
6 Qts.

deterv*

TIPSi

$|69 plus deposit

Itthoy
glvm good
service

FROSTIE ROOT BEER
ORANGE CRUSH
8-10 oz. bottle

CHUCK ROAST

w

W^

Active Cfnrstians Today: Bible studies;603 dough St. 11
a.m. & 5:30 p.m. ACT fellowship Commons NE cafe 7
p.m.

Bros, of Theta Chi and Phi
Kappa Tau. let's get it up
for Friday night.

2 bdrm. futn. 2-4 persons,
laud, facil. lounge avail.
Ample
parking.
Call*
288-1462 or 352-1778.

Student Assembly meeting Rm. 405 Stud. Serv. 8:15 p.m.

Balls and Lorrta. Wish we
could have been at your
formal the 21st. Guess
Who?

Single rms for m. or f.
students,
near
campus
w/cookmg.
spr.
qtr.
352-7365.

Congratulations to Bill
Burris, Dave Pocock, and
Kathy
Mathes foi being
elected to their new SGA
offices
The Brothers of
SAE.

>» house 1 bdrm. for 3
students 9 mo. lease across
from campus 352-7365.

HELP WANTED

share apt. close to campus.
$70/mo. 352-6203.

Hostess wanted 7:30-2.
Tues. thru
Fn. Clock
Restaurant. 412 E. Wooster.

1 f. rmmt. immed. 1 bdrm.
353-9235.

Address envelopes at home.
$800 per month, possible.
Any age or location. See ad
under
Services Offered.
Triple "S".
SERVICES OFFERED

i

so Tip your

M

pizza driwar
•von nickel*

!

and dimes
holpl

SUMMER
JOBS

HaJMU

"MINCNECR " POLICY
fwotyti'iinq you buy .n Kroger • $ guaranteed for your total satisfaction regard
less of manufacturer If you are not satisfied. Kroger will replace your item
with the seme brand or a comparable brand or refund your money
We also guarantee that we will do everything in our power to have ample
supplies of all advertised specials on our shelves when you shop for them
If due to conditions beyond our control we run out of an advertised special
we will substitute the same item in a comparable brand I when such an item
is available! reflecting the same savings or if you prefer give you a RAIN
CHI CK whu h entitles you to the same advertised special at the same price
any tune within 30 days

CEDAR
POINT
AMUSEMENT PARK.
Sandusky. Ohio will
hold
on-campus
interviews March 8 and
9
for
summer
employment.
Approximately 3,000
positions available for
wide variety of jobs.
Contact
Student
Employment
Office
for information or
a p po in t ment.

FOR RENT
Mid-Am Manor now leasing
summer and fall. 352-4380

Spanish Club meeting Rm. 11 7 Hayes Hall. 7:30 p.m.

The Way meeting Perry Rm., Union, 7:00 p.m.

99* plusdep.

KeenThe |Ohn is a crude
thing. Live it and love it.
Tania and the Daisy Lover.
Sig Ep Pledgn would like to
congratulate the new active
Golden
Hearts.
Brothers
Congrats on indoor relays
victory.

An Exper. in Eating Awareness Rm. 320 Stud. Serv. Bldg.,
3-5 p.m. For interview call 2-2081.

Karate Club: GojuKai practice session Rm. 201 Hayes,
7:30-9:30 p.m.

BIG BEVERAGE SALES!

U.S. Gov't Graded Choice Beef
Chuck Blade Cut

Alpha Phi Omega, Nat'l Serv. Frat. meeting flm. 105 BA
Bldg.. 9:00 p.m. Open.

Professional typing for any
assignment. 352-0224.
EMPA
Emotional and
Material Pregnancy Aid. We
care. 352-6236 M & F 1-3
p.m. Tu. & Th. 6:30-9:30
p.m.
Need PHOTOGRAPHS?
Undergrad and SENIOR
SPECIALS.
Passports,
applications, WEISSBROD
STUDIO. 123 W. Wooster.
352-2142.
Address and stuff envelopes
at home. $800 per month,
possible. Offer-details, send
50 cents (refundable) to:
Triple "$". 699X32
Highway 138. Pmon Hills,
CA 92372.
WANTED
4 th rmt. 2 bdrm. apt.
56.25,'mo.
utll
pd.
March/spr
qtr. 352-3353.
F. rmt, needed 4 spr. qtr. Lg
apt. Will bargain. 352-1938.
I m. rmmte. for 76-77 yr. to

1 f. to sublet apt. spr. qtr.
Nice & close to campus.
352-2485.
1 m. rmmt. need to sublet
apt. spr. qtr. nice-across fr.
campus. 352-5435.
2 fm. nd 1 f m. share 2 bdrm
apt. spr. $70/mo. 352-3775.
Pool.
1 or 2 f. needed to sublet
apt. $70/mo. Call 352-5430.
1 fm rm. needed for spr.
$72.50/mo.
1
Wk from
campus. 352-0016.
1 f. to subi. Haven House.
$120 spr. qtr. 352-4119.
1 m. rmmt. for spr. qtr.
352-7646.
BG Instructor needs house
in couptry, plus dog. Call
372-2169. Leave message.
PERSONALS
Would boy who talked to
redhead girl at Kroger Store.
10 p.m. Tues. Feb. 3rd
please contact me immed.
We were in Prof. Aubrey
Jones music and poetry
calss. fall of '73. Urgent!
Thank-you.
Patty,
352-1587.

Congratualtions to Dave
Crowl for being tapped
Golden Torch The Brothers
of SAE.
Congratulations
Beth T.(
Becky B„ Sue C. and Betsy
P. on Golden Torch? Love The DG's.
Congrats to
Mary Jo
Whitlatch and Karen Miller
on
being tapped into
Golden Torch. Love, the
AX's.
Kathy 8. Linda: The other
Vi of the
family says
"Congrats" on being tapped
for Golden Torch.
Delta Zeta congratulates
sisters Sue Sioii.
Nancy
Pope, and Deb Detwiler on
their induction into Golden
Torch.
Pat. Happy Birtfiday. Love.
Karen.
8 - Bal I
Tournament.
HOWARDS.
Every Sun.
3:15 p.m.
Tacos
and
HOWARDS.

Chili,

One funky bicycle. $15 Call
372-3937.
K2 skis never used $185
4kistor$150. 352-7823

$140/mo. & util. 1 bdrm. ,
apt
avial.
spr/summ..
352-8290
'

Lige 2 bdrm. apt. for 4
students near campus $80
to 85/mo. per student,
mo. leases. Ph 352-7365.
STUDENT APARTMENTS.
3521800 or 352-4671.
Campus Manor now tenting
for sum. & fall. Special
Summer rates. Fall rates
from $80/mo. up all Util.
pd. except electric. Gas,
heat. ii/c. Ph 352-9302 or,
352-7365 eve.
525 N. Enterprise large 2
bed duplex
turn, air,
270/mo. plus util. Call
353-7381.
Campus Manor has spr. qtr.
openings for m. & f. to fill 4
man apts.
352-9032 or
352-7365 evenings.
2 BEDROOM. 4 PERSOhP
FURNISHED, AC. FREE
TV CABLE. TENANT'
PAYS ONLY ELECTRIC,
$74/M0. PER STUDENT.
LOCATED AT 521
E.
MERRY NEAR CAMPUS,
EXCELLENT CONDITION.
*2 BEDROOM. 4 PERSON.
FURNISHED. AC, FREI
TV CABLE.
TENAN!
PAYS
ONLY
FOR
ELECTRIC. $65/MO. PER
STUDENT. LOCATED AT
824 6TH ST. EXCELLENT
CONDITION. *F OR
MORE DETAILS CALL
NEWLOVE
REALTY.
353-7381.
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Falcons clinch title tie
Newtons pace local skaters to series sweep at Ohio State
By Dan Garfidd
Assistant Sports Editor

With

COLUMBUS
•- The
Newton Express is rapidly
becoming the fastest mode
to victory for
the Falcon
icers.
In coma-from-btbind
action
Friday.
Bruce
Newton shut the door on an
Ohio State
University
(OSUI upset with a third
period go-ahead goal and
overtime tally as BG won.
4-'. ow the Buckeyes.
Brother Tom Newton
added a li.ii tnck (ihree
goals) in a six-goal uprising
Satuiday as the ralcooi
clouted the Bucks. >>:.
The Ohio Slate leriM
sweep coupled with the St.
Louis-Lake Superior split
I at the SIHI last weekend
gave BG at least a tie for
first place for the Center*!
Collegiate
Hockey
Association
( C C H A)
championship.
The Falcons will host a
playoff game
next
Wednesday and il they win
the title outright, will host
'the
((HA
finals the
following weekend.
PLAYING

BEFORE

seconds

clutching the puck al 10:47.

gone in the second period.
Steve
Mutphy
look
excellent teed passes from
Dave Easton and Byron
Shun and
outskated the
Buckeye defenders for BG's
first tally.

only

14

'"I would have ptotcsted
the game on the Morrow
call." BG coach Ron Mason

Knotting the score at 2-2
at the 16:04 mark was
defememan Ken Monow.
The freshman skater Hew
the length of the ice and
flipped the puck by OSU
goalie Dan Stergiou's left
side for the goal.

the second
and thiid
periods. But OSU soon
found out BG was into
scoring, not lighting.
The freshman line of

win in the squad's history
(40 seconds). Markcll
diopped a pass to John
Mavily at the left point and
the shot was tipped by B.
Newton for the winner.
Mason, wearing a victory
sni lie after Ins tilth
consecutive '0-win season
as a coach, said the key to
the game was killing the
double penally.
"This is probably the
biggest win of the ycat,"

Mark Wells. John Markcll
and B
Newton went, to

Mason said. "Half ihe team
is cither hurt or has the flu.

wotk with some good shots
at
Siergiou. The OSl
netnundet held BG moil ol
the lime, but B. Newton
found an opening and fired
home the leading goal. .'-2.

I
thought
Laine (Jack)
played respectable."

Indicative
of past
BG-OSU performances, the
officiating was more than
questioned by both teams
and coaches. Both teams
went al it with fists and
choice words throughout

IT

a

OHIO STATE was not to

Bowling Grecn-supputting
crowd in the
1,400-seul

be
outdone.
Sophomore
Andy MacKay biought OSU
light back with fancy stick
work and rilled a goal past
goalie Mike Liul al 10:51.

OSU Ice Rink, the Falcons
fell behind -0 early in
Friday's game and struggled
through frustrations as the

With

the

game

Buckeyes played cautiously.
Howevct. OSU sal on its

deadlocked at 3-3, BG was
called for two penalties. ,i

lead waiting lot BG
strike. BG did indeed.

hooking call to Murphy and
Iwo minutes to Monow lot

to

said lollowtng the game. "In
college hockey, clutching
the puck is a whistle, not a
penalty like it is in JUIHOI
hockey. After the game, the
tefetee agreed that he didn't
know the rule."
But B. Newton's heroics
topped the victory cake lor
BG. In the fastest ovcitime

WAS

like

Satuiday

night at the shooting galleiy
for the Falcon icers us they
dominated Ohio Stale in the
first period, rolling up a 6-0
lead.
The T. Newton show hit
the Buckeyes with surprise
as he cooly popped in Ihree
thoU (With Maikell. Wells
and Mavily assisting him
with line passes.
While Newton was gelling
his

hal-ttick

baston.

combined with Murphy and
Shutt while Wells added one
goal
on
assists
from
MacDonald and B. Newton.
But the most exciting
goal of BG's first-period
onslaught
was Murphy's
intercepted pass al inidice
and race lowatds Stetgiou.
Five feet in from ol the
OSU goalie. Murphy slapped
the puck into the uppei
right-hand comer lot the
tally.

COMING OFF an injury
sustained al 1 jke Superior.
Laine look a pass from T.
Newion from behind the
net and Hipped the puck in
for BG's seventh goal of the
nighi.
OSU's Bruce Allworth.
the nation's leading scorer
got his 40th goal of the

scoring in the second
period. The penalties were
called (seven) ol course, but

season the Buckeye's first
at
the
16:10
mark,
spoiling goalie LIUI'S bid lot
his fourth caieet shut-out
The
Newion brother
attack along with a
well-lough i-loi goal by
Steve Douglass upped BG's
lead to 0.|. OSU retaliated

Only one goal each could be
mustered by both squads.

with another 10 conclude
the night's scoring.

BG's 0-0 momentum and
OSU's offensive problems
resulted in only
limited

CCH A Standings
Team

CCHA

Overall

Pts.

BOWLING GREEN
St I ouis
lake Superior

w

11-3

21-7-1

22
18
l<>
10

Western Michigan
Ohio State*

21-IS

8-6

I')-I4-I

3-13

16-12-1
l>>-lvl

6

•Finished CCHA schedule
Last weekend's games

BOWLING GREEN 4-3 OT. 9-2 over Ohio State
Lake Superior 5-4 OT. 1-2 with St 1 ouis
Western Michigan 6. SUNY Buffalo 5

This week's action
BOWLING GREEN at St. Louis. Friday and Sunday
lake Superior at Western Michigan

Lady Falcons win cage tussle with Oil
67-4.'. Saturday, at Athens.
"Il 'was an extremeljll

By I .mi i Leach
Assistant Sports Editor
Il was more like a brawl
than a basketball game.
Battling
a
Ohio
University (OU) team thai
was very unskilled and very
physical. Bowling Gieeu's
women's
captured

basketball
ils ninth

leant
win.

rough game and we were
lucky to gel out of there
with no injuries." BG coach
Sue Hagcr said "The OU
learn lacked fundamentals
and

so

they

were

unpolished
"To some extenl. since
we were playing a team so

poor, we tended to play the
same kind ol ifttyslcal gafnt'
they did." Hagcr added.
THE OU GAME did give
ll.iy.ct a chance lo play the
thtee women she had moved
up from the junior varsity
(cam.
"This game gave them
(Ihe JV women) a little bit

of a chance lo play before
ihe Htate
totfrnarttciit."

the Falcons and was leading
reboubder with 14.

Hager said. "Mary Woods
came off the bench as a
guard and played a line
game lot us."

"I was really surprised lo
see on the slats that Linda
scored 18 points." Hagcr
said. "Her shooting was oil
and il was really Bobbi who

The Falcons didn't make
many turnover! until Ihe
last
three minutes when
the it
play became vcty
sloppy. BG ended up with

kepi us in the game."

13 turnovers in the game
The cagers also had l">
offensive rebounds and 16
defensive rebounds.
LINDA
HARDY was
once again leading scoter fot
BG with 18 markers. Bobbi
Little scored

Id points for

Hauls had 13 tebounds
and Cathy Copeland scored
nine points and giabbcd
nine rebounds for BG.
lowering (5-11) Dcnise
hot of OU had an excellent
game, scoring 20 points and
rebounding 14.
The victory over the
Bobcats marked Ihe litst
lime Hager had ever won al
Alhens.

Cavalier tickets
The Alumni Affairs Office is sponsoring another
BG-Cleveland Cavaliers night Match 27 at the Richfield
Twp. Coliseum.
The Cavaliers, currently balding for an NBA playoff
spot. will host the Milwaukee Bucks that evening at 8.

Falcon forward Tom Newton (16) does battle with a SUNY
Buffalo skater in action Iwo weeks ago at the Ice Arena. The
freshman winger hit a three-goal hat-trick to key BG's 9-2 win
Saturday, while brother Bruce's overtime goal was the difference

Hat

in a 4-3 victory Friday. (Newsphoto by Mindy Milligan)
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17 days to Spjjng Break!
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ALL UNIVERSITY students, faculty, staff, alumni and j
guests ordering tickets through Ihe Alumni Office can '
purchase regular $6 tickets for the game foi just $3.
All orders must be received at the Alumni Office by
Friday, March 19.

Falcon Pizza &
t/«£P^W'^^ij^l
516 E.Wooster

Mini-Sub Shop
352-1506

Coupon Bonanza Special!

BG woman eager Bobbi Little looks up in astonishment as a foul
■ a#f_ _ m£k9 '* called o" her in an earlier season game. Little scored 16 points
WtnO Iff© • and grabbed 14 rebounds to pace the Falcons to a 67-43 victory.
(Newsphoto by Mindy Milligan)

SPRING BREAK
SPECIAL!
HAVE YOUR OIL CHANCED
?0*|

8.95

SAVE'5.7 6

WE'LL PICK-UP 8. DELIVER. OB GIVE YOU A
RIDE TO YOUR CLASS OR DORM

SOHIO SERVICE CENT*
WOOSTER 1-75
Bowling Green. Ohio
352-0382

lnckid»l

S on. of Nitnx low-40 oil. OIL FILTER and LUBRICATION
OFFER GOOD THROUGH MARCH 19

FREE
TICKETS

THE SILVER ANNIVERSARY
CONCERT
of th*

OF
BRUBECK.

aaCrW

5

9" On* Item

PIZZA

GREENS

«•*'"{

$

P c.°,;

Expires March 31. 1976

°<"

FIRST
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FINEST

1 2" On* Item

PIZZA

*V

16" On* Item

*2» £, ! PIZZA
Out

«»• '"

§

c:;y
0u

| Expires March 31, 1976
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14" On* lt«m .

PIZZA
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f Expires March 31,1976
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««"'"

2* cor.
Out

SmallSubft-C T1 LargeSub W?'

«ilh

TWO
GENERATIONS

BOWLING

Expires March 31.1976

DAVE BRUBECK
QUARTET
PAUL DESMOND
l<X VIOtiLLLO
EUGENE WRIGHT
•nd

Rt.ium in Start Qnlv

of your Choice

TONIGHT
8:30 P.M.
TOLEDO'S
MASONIC
AUDITORIUM

BUY ONE $6.50 or $7.50
TICKET ANDJ3ET ONE FREE!

Phone 419/472-1)57 or show student I.D.
at box office the night of the performance.

OJ

Expires March 31,1976

carry I
Out

l

of your Choice

carry

Expires March 31,1976

Out

Chef Solaris "T" iTf?^0" H**?
Expire, March 31.1976

^

j

£££&„.

m

'

«£*

Small Drinh 1Ac lT I ImMA^^

with food purchase
Expires March 31, 1976

IV

Carry
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|
a

with food purchase
XU
Expires March 31,1976
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We reserve the right
IO limil (jJinlilHi.
prlctl and
items
effective at Kroeer tn
Bowling Oraan Moo..
Mar. T. 1976 thru
Sun.. Mar. 7. 1976
Nona Bold to dealers.
Copyright 197S. tha

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Most Stores

17

1

20

21

1

OPEN
24
HOURS

2

«

3

in

26

■

35

■ 39

38

llgp PEPSI COLA

1

59

Plui
Daposit'

1
5
10
14
16

Limit 1 With Coupon I '5 additional Purchasa

16

UC1MI11H WINl b CIGABirtfSfc OIHtR
COUPONS WITH PURCHASE REQUIREMENTS

17
19

LIMIT ONE COUPOM PER F*MILT
Prices <iood won., Mar I, 1976 thru Sun. Mai. 7, 1976 at
Krogar in Bowling Graen. Subiacl to appllcabla tlata ana
local taxat.

tratt

MIRACLE
WHIP
Limit 1 With Coupon I '5 Additional Purehau

y Sa»«
(p

ft.
JJ*

11 KROGER MINI MIZER COUPON ■■■■■<
■Krogar Froien 100% Pure Florida
3
120i
Wt Cans

ABORTION
•ISO.00

MK caapaa H> mm

Prlcai good Mon., Mar. 1. 1976 mru Sun. Mar. 7, 1976 at
Krogar in Bowling Oraan. Subiacl lo appllcabla Hate ana

r*^aiiiLz~ZBiiic~^a

rOLL FREE
'lyJL

Choice Bed

HOMOGENIZED
CHUCK STEAK
MILK

I

fj

MILK

*

61 Miner's nail

DOWN
1 Silicate
2 Bedouin

47 Costa

48 Leg behind
49 Word with man
or mouae
60 Po tributary
51 Made to serve
54 Spring mo.
55 Suppoaitiona

3 City area

19

1

50

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

51

"
6,

36 Shirt adjuncts
37 13 Down, old
atyle
38 At the age of:
Let
39 Caverna in
Virginia
40 Poaaeeaive
pronoun

26 Piece of
furniture
20 Beneficial
32 Merman
33 The same

41
43
44
46

34 Predicament.
Colloq
35 African country

Chaired
A kind of daisy
Book of maps
Surfeit

Omega
Opaque quaru
Force
Simba
Blasting need
Poema
Vote
Combines, aa oil
and water
12 Famous Roman
13 Was aware of
18 Sing

ticwit

TO

rtynois fjgzii

23 Salt lake of
Asia

24 Stretched I with
"out")
26 Colorful

26 Summary:
Colloq
27 Elee
28 Kentucky
Derby winner.
1963'

by Garry Trudeau
"UNFORTUNATELY, THE
6REATES7SI6HT0FAU,
THE CHAIRMAN mSELF,
fUKfPMERXASOUP
MONTH. 1BE6ANT0UCNPERlFHEVfH*
• .SURFACE'

mn HNALii
lAsriucatsatr.
AT 3-30 A.M.,
THE CALL CAKE.

by Garry Trudeau

9 a.m.- 10 p.«r

TUL MB, HONEY-IS
IT HARD TO CONVERSE
WITH THE CHAIRMAN? I
WAS TOW HIS STROKE
LEFT HIM UTTH A

IBS, SIR. CHAIRMAN MAO HAS
ALWAYS BEEN HARP TO UNDERSTAND BECAUSE HE SPEAKS AN
OBSCURE RURAL CMUCT. AND NOW
UtTH THE STROKE, ISEEM10BE
THE ONLY TRANSLATOR UK)CAN

1400-4 34V3710

YES.S*.
IN AWAY,
1MSORTOF
RUNNING THE
COUNTRY.

NO KILXHH6?.. MAN,
THAT CERTAINLY
LEAVES 10V WITH
AHEU0FARESPONSimUT/,

I

ooESNTirr

STTLLUNDERSBWHM.

SPEECH IMPAIR-

U.S. Go. i Graded

• g

59 Iriah county
60 ■ ■ Enigma Vena
uons" compoeer

55

Mayor Baa me
Make way for
Animal fat
Biographer
Leon
25 Copters

•f'trf

Cans

1 1(001 %— A .... h I g.r.1111 And Other Coupon! RW »ui(hiii Ha.,,,.- -■■ ■*>.■

znanunD

68 Droop

31

u

20
21
22
24

42 Seaport in
Brittany
43 Murder
mystery
character
45 Rigoietto'a
daughter
46 Window
dressing

DOONESBURY

Limit 1 With Coupon e *5 Additional Purehau

I "°""o..iN1,,0

30

40 Digit

372
-2445

Bl-Oi

Iroter Fresh

.

ts/

oil caaroa n a ru«iT

Ctt 9O0d Mon., Mar. 1. 1976 thru Sun., Mar. 7. 1976 At
99V m Bowling Green. Sub|«ct to <ppiicabia itata ana

LIMIT

ACROSS
Labyrinth
Caauoff
capriciously
Call'• partner
Symbol of
power
Ammonia
compound
"
after hie
own heart."
Rival of 28 Down
Troubadour
instrument

49 Greek letter
62 Capital of
Latvia
63 Opportunists'
cousins
66 Adjective suffix
67 Card

37

■

60

ENTMe.ewtBsssmrseem BECAME MY
MMtXAcmny.

Quart
Jar

JUICE

"
"

AM*.

,6

■

W

'..AND BECAUSE
MY CHINESE HOSTS
UERESOBASERTOORI-

KROGER MINI MIZER COUPON I

«££

1I

12

Police unit
Social call
Bit player
Beings: Pr.
African people
Exclamation of
surprise
39 Girl's name

DOONESBURY

■ BJ Toledo b Bowling Green Stores Only! |

LIWT

■w

,0

29
30
31
33
38
37

46 In
name
48 Part of a circle:

13

23

•

_

H7

56

9

"

|"
*

gl

M

1
■
8

1

12

HI

52

Miracle
Whip

■

28

27

32

16-0z
FIBtls

15

21

,r:ifr ■■KROGER MINI MIZER COUPON | Bl

7

15

Or^NiVWO.va.A'V. »OfF*

Krogar Co.

6

'

II

fLLKEER
THAT IN
MINV.

/

MENT..

HAMPTON
HOUSE
DELUXE
2 BDRM
FURNISHED
APTS.
PHONE

cvrWeadW-r

Mia

352-6293

CLaSSIFIED

«-■.

705 7th STREET]
CAMPUS CALENDAR

Coca-Cola or Sprlfe
6 Qt*.

$|69

plus deposit

Alpha Phi Omega. Nat'l Serv. Frat. meeting Rm. 105 BA
Bldg.. 9:00 p.m. Open.

•IZZA DRIVERS
deserves

TIPS!
If fhey
glvmgood

FROSTIE ROOT BEER
ORANGE CRUSH
8-10 oz. bottle

CHUCK ROAST

•Esassi
\3 I I I I ■

"RAIiCHECK" POLICY
tverythtng you buy at Kroger is guaranteed lor your total satist.ii.tion regard
less of manufacturer If you are not satisfied. Kroger will replace your item
with the same brand or a comparable brand or refund your money
We also guarantee that we will do everything in our power to have ample
supplies of all advertised specials on our shelves when you shop for them
If due to conditions beyond our control we run out of an advertised special,
we will substitute the same item in a comparable brand i when such an item
is available! reflecting the same savings or. if you prefer give you a
RAIN
CHFCK
whit h entitles you to the same advertised special at the same price
ny time within 30 days

crude

fOR RENT
Mid-Am Manor now leasing
summer and fall. 352-4380

Active Christians Today: Bible studies;603 Clough SI. 11
a.m. & 5:30 p.m. ACT fellowship Commons NE cate 7
p.m.

Bros, of Theta Chi and Phi
Kappa Tau. let's get it up
for Friday night.

laud,
facil.
lounge
avail.
Ample
parking.
Call*
288-1462 or 3521 778.

Student Assembly meeting Rm. 405 Slud. Serv. 8:15 p.m.

Balls and Lorrta. Wish we
could have been at your
formal
the
21st.
Guess
Who?

Single rms for m. or f.
students,
near
campus
w/cookmg.
spr.
qtr.
352-7365.

Congratulations
to
Bill
Bums, Dave Pocock. and
Kathy
Mathes
for
being

h house
1
bdrm. for 3
students 9 mo. lease across
from campus 352-7365.

HELP WANTED
Hostess
wanted
7:30-2.
Tues.
thru
Fri.
Clock
Restaurant. 412 E. Wooster.
Address envelopes at home.
$800 per month, possible.
Any age or location. See ad
under
Services
Offered.
Triple "S".
SERVICES OFFERED

Hayes.

share apt. close to campus.
$70/mo. 352-6203.

1 f. rmmt. immed. 1 bdrm.
353-9235.
1 f. to sublet apt. spr. qtr.
Nice & close to campus.
352-2485.
1 m. rmmt. need to sublet
apt. spr. qtr. mce-across fr.
campus. 352-5435.

so Tip your
pizza driver ovon nickels
and dimes
,
help!

i

SUMMER
JOBS

Lb

a

Spanish Club meeting Rm. 117 Hayes Hall, 7:30 p.m.

The Way meeting Perry Rm.. Union. 7:00 p.m.

99* plusdep.

Cheek Hade Cut

is

Sig Ep Pledgn would like to
congratulate the new active
Golden
Hearts.
Brothers
Congrats on indoor relays
victory.

An Exper. in Eating Awareness Rm. 320 Stud. Serv. Bldg..
3-5 p.m. For interview call 2-2081.

Karate Club: Goiu-Kai practice session Rm. 201
7:30-9:30 p.m.

BIG BEVERAGE SALESI

H.S. Sov't Graded Choico Boat

|ohn

$140/mo. & Utll. 1 bdrm. /
apt
avial.
spr/summ..
352-8290.
'
2 bdrm. fuin.

serv/ce

v TT iwrp:

Keen-The

thing. Live it and love it
Tania and the Daisy Lover.

CEDAR
POINT
AMUSEMENT PARK
Sandusky. Ohio will
hold
on-campus
interviews March 8 and
9
for
summer
employment
Approximately 3,000
positions available for
wide variety of jobs.
Contact
Student
Employment
Office
for
information
or
appointment.

Professional typing for any
assignment. 352-0224.
EMPA
Emotional
and
Material Pregnancy Aid. We
care. 352-6236 M & F 1-3
p.m. Tu. & Th. 6:30-9:30
p.m.
Need
PHOTOGRAPHS?
Undergrad
and
SENIOR
SPECIALS.
Passports,
applications,
WEISSBROD
STUDIO. 123 W. Wooster,
352-2142.
Address and stuff envelopes
at home. $800 per month,
possible. Offer-details, sand
50 cants (refundable) to:
Triple
"S".
699X32
Highway 138. Pmon Hills,
C A 92372.

4th
rmt.
2
bdrm.
apt.
5 6.25/mo.
ut11
pd.
March/spr. qtr. 352-3353.
F. rmt. needed 4 spr. qtr. Lg
apt. Will bargain. 3521938.
I m. rmmte. tor 76-77 yr. to

to their new SGA
The
Brothers
of

Congratualtions
to
Dave
Crowl
for
being
tapped
Golden Torch. The Brothers
of SAE.
Congratulations
Beth
T.,
Becky B„ Sue C, and Betsy
P. on Golden Torch! Love The DG's.

2 fm. nd 1 fm. share 2 bdrm
apt. spr.$70/mo. 352-3775.
Pool.

1 or 2 f. needed to sublet
apt. $70/mo. Call 352-5430.
1 fm rm. needed for spr.
$72.50/mo.
1
blk
from
campus. 352-0016.
1 f. to subl. Haven House.
$120 spr. qtr. 352-4119.

Congrats
to
Mary
Jo
Whitlatch and Karen Miller
on
being
lapped
into
Golden Torch. Love, the
AX's.
Kathy & Linda: The other
■ri
of
the
family
says
"Congrats" on being tapped
for Golden Torch.

qtr.

Delta
Zeta
congratulates
sisters
Sue
Stoll.
Nancy
Pope, and Deb Detwiler on
their induction into Golden
Torch.

BG Instructor needs house
in country, plus dog. Call
372-2169. Leave message.

Pat, Happy Birtfiday. Love.
Karen.

1 m. rmmt.
352-7646.

for

spr.

PERSONALS
WANTED

elected
offices
SAE

Would boy who talked to
redhead girl at Kroger Store,
10 p.m.
Tuas.
Fab. 3rd
please contact me immed.
We were in Prof. Aubrey
Jones
music
and poetry
calss. fall of '73. Urgent!
Th a nk -y o u .
Patty,
352-1587.

8 - Ba 11
Tournament.
HOWARDS.
Every
Sun.
3:15 p.m.
Tacos
and
HOWARDS.

Chili,

One funky bicycle. (15 Call
372-3937.
K2 skis never used. $185
**tisfor$150. 352-7823.

2-4 persons.

Lrge 2 bdrm. apt. for 4
students near campus $80
to 85/mo
per student. 9|
mo. leases. Ph 352-7365.
STUDENT APARTMENTS. !
352-1800 or 352-4671.
Campus Manor now renting
for
sum.
& fall. Special
Summer
rates.
Fall
rates
from $80/mo. up all Utll,
pd.
except
electric.
Gas,
heat, & a/c. Ph 352-9302 or
352-7365 eve.
525 N. Enterprise large 2
bed
duplex
furn.
air,
270/mo.
plus
util.
Call
353-7381.
Campus Manor has spr. qtr.
openings for m. & f. to fill 4
man
apts.
352-9032
or
352-7365 evenings.
2

BEDROOM, 4 PERSON*?

FURNISHED. AC. FREE
"[V
CABLE.
TENANT"
PAYS ONLY ELECTRIC,
S74/MO. PER STUDENT.
LOCATED
AT
521
E.
MERRY NEAR CAMPUS.
EXCELLENT CONDITION.
•2 BEDROOM, 4 PERSON,
FURNISHED. AC. FREI
TV
CABLE.
TENANTI
PAYS
ONLY
FOR
ELECTRIC. $65/MO. PER
STUDENT. LOCATED AT
824 6TH ST. EXCELLENT
CONDITION.
*F
OR
MORE
DETAILS
CALL
NEWLOVE
REALTY.
353-7381.
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Falcons clinch title tie
Newtons pace local skaters to series sweep at Ohio State
By Din Garfidd
Assistant Sports Editor
COLUMBUS

-

With

The

Newton Express is rapidly
becoming the fastest mode
to victory for the Falcon
tcers.
In come-from-bchind
action
Fridjy.
Bruce
Newton shut the door on an
Ohio Stale University
(OSU) upset with a third
period go-ahead goal and
overtime tally as BG won.
4-.". ,ivcr the Buckeyes.
Brother Tom Newton
added a hat tnck (three
goals) in a six-goal uprising
Saturday as the Falcons
clouted the Bucks.'>:.
The Ohio State scries
sweep coupled with the St.
Louis-Lake Superior split
I at the Son last weekend
gave BG at least a tie for
first place for the (entcral
Collegiate
Association
championship.

Hockey
(CCIIA)

The Falcons will host a
playoff game
next
Wednesday and il they win
the title uutiight. will host
•the CCHA
finals
the
following weekend.

only

14

seconds

combined with Murphy and
Shutt while Wells added one
goal
on assists from

Knotting the score at 2-2
the 16:04 mark was

clutching the puck at 10:47.
"I would have protested
the game on the Morrow
call." BG coach Ron Mason
said following the game. "In
college hockey, clutching
the puck is a whistle, not a
penalty like it is in junior
hockey . After the game, the
lefeice agreed that he didn't

defenseman Ken Moripw.
The freshman skater llew

know the rule."
Bui B. Newton's heroics

OSU goalie. Murphy slipped
the puck into the upper

the length of the ice and
flipped the puck by OSU
goalie Dan Stergiou's left
side for the goal.
Indicative
of past

lopped the victory cake lor
BG. In the fastest oveitime
win In the squad's history
(40 seconds). Marked
diopped a pass to John
Mavity at the left point and

right-hand
tally.

gone in the second period.
Steve
Murphy
took
excellent teed passes from
Dave Easton
and Byron
Shutt and outskatcd the
Buckeye defenders for BG's
first tally.
at

BG-OSO performances, the
oiliciating was more than
questioned by both teams
and coaches. Both teams
went at it with lists and
choice words
throughout
the second
periods. But

and
OSU

thud
soon

found out BG was into
sconng. not lighting.
The freshman line ol
Mark Wells. John Matkcll
and B Newton went, to
work with some good shots
at Sicrgiou. The OSU .
netminder held BG most of

the shot was tipped by B.
Newton for the winner.
Mason, wearing a victory
sm ile
after his • tilth
consecutive 20-win season
as a coach, said the key to
the game was killing the
double penalty.
"Tins is probably the
biggest win of the yeat."
Mason said. "Half ihe learn
is cither hurt or has the llu.
1
thought
Lame (Jack)
played respectable."

the lime, but B Newton
louiul an opening and fired
home the leading goal. .'-2.

IT WAS like Saturday
night at the shooting galleiy
for the Falcon iccis as they

a

OHIO STATE was not to

Bowling Greensuppoiting
crowd in the
1.400-seat
OSU Ice Rink, the Falcons
fell behind CO early in

be outdone.
Sophomore
Andy MacKay bi ought OSU
tight hack with fancy stick

dominated Ohio State in the
first period, rolling up a 6-0
lead.

PLAYING

BEFORE

Friday's game and struggled
through Irustrattons as the
Buckeyes played cautiously.
Howevet. OSU sat on its
lead waiting for BG
strike. BG did indeed.

to

Ihe T. Newton show hn

woik and rifled a goal past
goalie Mike Lint at 10:51.

the Buckeyes with surpuse
as he COOT) popped in lluee

With
the
game
detdtocked JI 3-3, BG was
called for two penalties, a
hooking call to Murphy and
two minutes to Morrow lor

ihotl with Markell. Wells
and Mavity assisting I mi
with line passes.
While Newton was getting
his
hat-trick Easton

MacDonald and B. Newion.
But the most exciting
goal of BG's lirst-penod
onslaught was Murphy's
intercepted pas* at mid-ice
and race towards Stergiou.
Five feet in front of the

comer

lot

the

BG's o-O momentum and
OSU's offensive problems
resulted in only limited
scoring in
the second
period. The penalties were
called (seven) of course, but
only one goal each could be
mustered by both squad*.

COMING OFF an injury
sustained at Lake Superior.
Laine took a pass Irom T.
Newton from behind the
net and Hipped the puck in
lor BG's seventh goal of the
night.
OSU"s

Bruce

Allworlh.

the nation's leading scorer
got his 40th goal of the
season the Buckeye's first
at
the
16:10
ni.uk,
spoiling goalie Uut's bid foi
his fourth careei shut-out.
The
Newton
brothct
attack along with a
well-fought-for goal by
Steve Douglass upped BG's
lead to »-l. OSU retaliated
with another to conclude
the night's scoring.

CCHA Standings
Team

CCHA

Overall

Pis

BOWLING GREEN

113
«»-5

21-7-1

22
IS

8-6

21-15
I»-I4I

5 0

16-12-1

3-13

I9-IS-I

St Louis
lake Supetior
Western Michigan
Ohio Stale*

16
10
6

•Finished CCHA schedule
Last weekend's games

BOWLING GREEN 4-3 OT. 9-2 over Ohio State
lake Supenoi 5-4 OT. 1-2 with St. loins
Western Michigan (.. SUNY Buffalo 5
This week's action
BOWLING GREEN at St. Louis. Friday and Sunday
lake Supeiioi at Western Michigan

Falcon forward Tom Newion (16) dots battle with a SUNY

Lady Falcons win cage tussle with Oil
By Lauri Leach
Assistant Sports Editor

67-4.'. Saturdayi at Athens.
"It tNts an extremdjl!
rough game and we were

It was more like a brawl
than a basketball game.
Battling
a
Ohio
University (OU) team that
was very unskilled and U'ty
physical. Bowling Green's

lucky to get out of there
with no injuries." BG coach
Sue I lager said. "The OU
team lacked fundamentals

women's
captured

"To some extent, since
we were playing a team so

basketball
us ninth

team
win.

and
so
unpolished

they

were

poor, we tended to play the
same kind of physical gamt
they did." Hagci added.
THE OU GAME did give
llager a chance to play the
thtee women she had moved
up 11 inn the junior varsity
team.
"This game gave them
(the JV women) a little hii

of a chance to play before
the \ltate
t(rtfrtiarrfcnt."
Ilagcr said. "Mary Woods
came off the bench as a
guatd and played a fine
game for us."
The Falcons didn't make
many turnovers until the
last
three minutes when
thcii
play became very
sloppy. BG ended up with
I.' turnovers in the game.
The cagets also had 19
offensive rebounds and 16
defensive rebounds.
LINDA

HARDY

was

once again leading scorer for
BG with 18 markers. Bobbi
Little scored 16 points for

the Falcons and was leading
teboirnder with 14.
"I was really surprised to
see on the stats that Linda
scored 18 points." Ilagcr

Buffalo skater in action two weeks ago al the Ice Arena. The
freshman winger hil a three-goal hat-trick lo key BG's 9-2 win
Saturday, while brother Brace's overtime goal was the difference
in a 4-3 victory Friday. (Newsphoto by Mindy Milliganl

Hat

. «QpJyJ7 days to Spgng Break
y—————«

said. "Her shooting was off
and it was really Bobbi who
kept us in the game."

WT Are goiFtG To cAptv-E

Hardy had 13 rebounds
and Cathy Copeland scored
nine points and grabbed
nine rebounds for BG.
Towering (511) Detuse

Wt^LGSeAiii .nd|

bm of OU had an excellent
game, sconng 20 points and
rebounding 14.
The victory over the
Bobcats marked the first
time ll.ic.ct had ever won at
Athens.

Cavalier tickets
The
Alumni Alfails Office is sponsoring another
BG-Cleveland Cavaliers night March 27 at the Richfield
Twp. Coliseum.
The Cavaliers, currently battling for an NBA playoff
spot, will host the Milwaukee Bucks that evening at 8.

t

OnTlS-NiGHtcTSRi
SiilCERfcLY, 1H* Mail*
i&TI IS IS nftifi J(32Si
«———»——— WW—Ml

——I

ALL UNIVERSITY students, faculty, staff, alumni and
guests ordeiing tickets through the Alumni Office can
puichase regular 56 tickets for the game for just 53.
All orders must be received at the Alumni Office by
Itiday. March 19.

■jfF&Z' /.,

Falcon Pizza & Mini-Sub Shop

"tfE&S^g*

516E.Woostor

352-1506

Coupon Bonanza Special!

FREE

BG woman eager Bobbi Little looks up in astonishment as a foul
|J|#I_ _

n*C^ ^ 's called "" h" in '" art'" *a*on game Little scored 16 points
and grabbed 14 rebounds to pace the Falcons to a 67-43 victory.
(Newsphoto by Mindy Millipn)

Save
the
News

SPRING BREAK
SPECIAL!
HAVE YOUR OIL CHANGED

*°**8.95
SAVE '5.76
WE'LL PICK-UP & DELIVER. OR GIVE YOU A
RIDE TO YOUR CLASS OR DORM

SOHIO SERVICE CENTg
WOOSTER 1-75
Bowling

GIHU.

Ohio

352«3«2
InCludM
S qo. of Niw«« low-40 oil. OIL FILTER and LUBRICATION
OFFER GOOD THROUGH MARCH 19
ha

TICKETS

THE SILVER ANNIVERSARY
rY
CONCERT
o»th«

DAVE BRUBECK
QUARTET
with
PAUL DESMOND
l<X MOKLLLO

+

k TONIGHT
8:30 P.M.

GENERATIONS

oh-

,A. WT
RUBECKM
m+7
JCFW

5

TOLEDO'S
MASONIC
AUDITORIUM

BUY ONE $6.50 or $7.50
TICKET ANDJ3ET ONE FREE!

Phone 419/472-1)57 or show student I.D.
at box office the night o( the performance

Ridtim in Start flnly

CM nh.nd.»,

ni,i»,n »,H.,«

. Bsy/^-I^P^^jJ^^"'F-NE-s-T
9"On«lt«m

PIZZA
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Small Subp-C lT \ Large Sub t^T
Of your Choice
Oa#
Expiras March 31,1976

Carry
Out

I
j

Of your Choice
Expirat March 31.1976

Carry
Out

Chef Salad I^P? I 2»Bf^ HmV
Expir-March 31.1976

Small Drink
with food purchase
Expiras March 31,1976
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T j Large Drink oac *?
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BG cagers send NIU deeper into MAC cellar
By Greg Smith
Bowling Green shot a
torrid 64.7 per cent in the
second half to post a 79-62
Mid-American Conference
victory over Northern
Illinois University (NIU)
Saturday night.
Tommy Harris and Ron
Hammye led the Bowling
Green charge scoring 17 and
14 points respectively in the
second Ni.ni/-.i The 64
sharpshooter from Lorain
made eight of I I shots in
the second half, while
Hammye connected with
seven of eight floor
attempts.
One of the big reasons for
the high shooting
percentage was Bowling
Green's four-comer offense
which worked well, despite
all the boos sounded by the
crowd of 2,094.
Leading 28-26 with 3:47
left in the first half. Pat
Haley, coaching his last
game in Anderson Arena,
ordered the stall offense.
Northern Illinois seemed
content to let the Falcons
stall out the remaining
minutes of the half, but
quickly changed its tune
when whistled for a

technical foul for not
forcing the action.
HARRIS ELECTED io
shoot the free throw and
missed, but retaliated wilh a
10-foot jumper and Norvain
Morgan scored on a layup to
give the Falcons a 32-26
halftime lead.
After the four-comer was
used with little efficiency
for a brief time in the
second half, the Falcons
used other offenses but the
Huskies came back within
four points. 42-38, and
Haley ordeicd his troops
back into the spread
offense.
"I 11 k i- using the
four-corner olfense," said
Harris, "because it gives me
a chance to go one-on-one
with an opponent."
Harris went to work,
hitting three bombs from 20
feet and a layup, and
Hammye connected with a
pair of turn-arounds from
the key and a layup to give
the Falcons a 56-44 lead.
HAMMYE. working out
of the comer most of the
first half, hit only two of his
first six attempts, but found
the range in the second half,
hitting five straight from
inside.
"I like shooting from the

outside, but I feel more at
ease inside." the 6-9 Genoa
native said.
Northern Illinois' leading
scorer Matt Hicks
experienced a poor first
half, hitting only three of
14 attempts. But the 6-4
junior forward managed 11
first-half rebounds.
Harris won the matchup
belwecn the leagues two
leading scorers. 26-24. Hicks
scored 33 points in the first
meeting belwecn the two
teams, while Harris tallied
26 markers.
In the first meeting.
Harris scored 16 points in
the first half before the
Huskies used a boxand-one
defense againsi the Bowling
Green scoring ace.
"I DONT think of the
matchup ;hai much since
we're two different types of
players in two different
situations." Harris said.

"They (NIU) rely on one
person to do their scoring
while we emphasize a
team-oriented offense."
Harris hi) 12 of 23 from
the field and a pair of
charity shots lor his
game-high total. He also
grabbed seven ieboui'ds.
second-best on die Fakont'
squad.
Hammye scored 18
points, while grabbing eight
rebounds. Senior John
Arnold tallied 19 points in
his last game at Anderson
Arena. The 6-5 Findla)
native hit eight ol 10 from
the field and three of four
from the foul line.
Hicks finished with I Oof
27 from the field and four
of seven from ihe toul line
for 24 points. Hicks scored
many of his points on die
offensive hoards as he
pulled down 20 rebounds:
one less than the Anderson

Arena record held by La Rue
Martin, of Loyola.
Pete Valaika was the onl)
oilier Huskic in double
figures, with 13,
The win evens the
Falcons' conference mark ai
7-7 and gives ilicm a 11-14
record. The Huskies
suffered theii 20th loss ol
ihe season againsi foul wins
and fell to I 13 in the

conference.
•«•
In ihe junior saisiis
v! .i m e . COOcli Chris
Ragsdale's leani soundly
defeated ihe Football
All-Stais. 126-75. Jens
Hunici led Ihe scoring
machine for the JVj wilh
24 as all eiglu player, scored
in double figures. Fourteen
gridiron players law action.
The footballers fell behind
early. 63-28 at the half, and
shot a poor 30.4 pei cent.
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Gymnasts' performance affected by flu
members had not had the

By Lauri Leach
Assistant Sports Editor

Leap

Falcon Ron Hammye (35)
stretches 10 grab a rebound in
Saturday's win over Northern Illinois at Anderson Arena in BG's
final home game. Northern's Paul Dawkins (44) battles Hammye
while BG senior John Arnold (10) watches. (Newsphoto by Dick
Kaverman)

flu.

The flu bug that's been
flying around Bowling
Green lately hasn't been
very choosy about who it
bites.
Bowling Green's women
gymnasts were stricken last
weekend at Youngstown as
they competed in a tri-meet
with Central Michigan
University (CMU) and host
Youngstown State
University (YSU).
The Falcons scored 84.60
points for second place in
the meet ahead of YSU's
82.95 points CMU, as
expected, won the meet
wilh 96.85 points.
THE BG gymnasts might
have performed better,
though. If several team

Nancy Thorn, BG's top
performer in floor exercise,
and a consistent scorer on
the uneven bars, had to be
left in Bowling Green. Terry
Brown, whose main event is
the balance beam, came
down with the flu while in
Youngstown. Just getting
over the flu were Kelly
Lenhart. Karen Glenn.
Debbie North and Theiesa
Hoover.
Hoover, the number one
gymnast on the balance
beam in Ohio last year, has
had hard luck all year. She
has suffered from a
stretched ligament in her
knee, but has kept on
performing on the balance
beam and in floor exercise
•THERESA CAN get no
power off her leg," BG

coach Charles Simpson said
last week. "By the time
she's finished her floor
exercise routine, she's in so
much pain she can'l get up
and we have to carry or help
her off ihe mat ."
Fortunately, BG's
gymnasts have so much
depth that they can score
well even when hit by illness
and injury. If a top gymnast

is injured, someone else can
always be relied upon io
score.
Glenn was top scorer foi
BG. taking the runner-up
spot on ihe unevens with
7.85 and placing third on
the beam wilh 7.8 Sue
Snyder also scored points
for the Falcons on the
beam.

ROBIN HOWERTON
scored 7.8 points foi tilth
place in floor exercise and
freshman Kathy Gavin
scored 7.8 points In vaulting
lot sixth place.
Glenn finished fluid in
ihe ull-aiound competition
with 29.0 points, only .3
point! behind runner-up
Marik of YSU.

MAC wrestling dominance continues

Bobcats first, Falcons last
By Terry Goodman
Staff Writer

Call it a choke, disaster,
flop or whatever you want.
The fact still remain that
Bowling Green has had the
woist wrestling team in the
M i d -Amencan Conference
(MAC) lor two straight
years.
It pioved its inept
grappling techniques this
weekend with jnothei
last-place finish in the MAC
championships at Miami
Univcisiis
AND JUST AS the
Falcons kept then tradition,
so did Ohio University
(OU). It captured the league
title foi the seventh
consecutive season by
edging Central Michigan
University (CMU).
Possibly a term just as
revealing as the above would

be "collapse." During the
rcitular campaign. BG
posted MAC Victories ovci
Eastern Michigan and
Western Michigan. But both
universities bested the
Falcons over the weekend.
The final scoring was OU
74V: points. CMU (.5'..
Noithem Illinois 51 ■-. Kent
State 42V4, Ball Stale 3bVi,
Toledo 25*4. Miami 244,
West cm Michigan I4V4.
Eastern Michigan 13 and BG
8'-.
BG boss Bruce Bcllaid.
who 1 oil that his first M\
wrestlers had a chance to
score before the meet, law
only I 34-pound Bill Fraziei
place among the (op four in
his weight class.
FRAZIER picked up a
third place by defeating Ball
State's Regis Gaicia. 7-5. in
the consolation round. And
that Falcon score was

CCHA tickets
Ticket information lor Bowling Green's Central
Collegiate Hockey Association (CCHA) semi-final
playoff game at the Ice Arena next Wednesday is as
follows:
-Students holding hockey ID cards may purchase
general admission tickets tomorrow at the Memorial
Hall ticket office. Tickets are St and sales will be
limited to one ticket per ID.
■-Beginning Thursday morning, all remaining
genera] admission tickets will he sold on a first-come,
first-served basis. Tickets are SI for students and $2
for adults. Students must show a wintei quarter
validation card and sales of student tickets will be
limited to one ticket pet card.
-IF THE supply is not exhausted, general
admission ticket sales will continue through Friday.
-Reserved seat tickets (S2.50) are now on sale a(
the Stadium ticket office and will also be sold in
Memorial Hall beginning Wednesday.
Ticket office hours are 9 a.m. until noon and from
1-5 p.m.

simply consolation in itself.
With many of BG's
mitmen returning next year
including Frazier. soon to
he a 'three-year Idler
winner, it was a sour way to
dote .i season,
Meanwhile, the Bobcats
continued then supreme
dominance in the MAC.

Andy Daniels (118). Gus
Malavile (150) and Randy
Scol( (167) all earned
individual crowns in their
weights. In addition to that.
Daniels and Malavite are still
unbeaten and untied.
Runnerup CMU also had
three champions:
126-pound Vince DiGenova.

134-pound Gary Wilson and
heavyweight Kevin
Lindaver.
Other winners were
Northern's Tony Filippo
(142). Miami's Rick
Cousino (158). Ball State's
Stu Moyer (177) and
Toledo's John Robinson
(190).

Ohio State Invitational
tops thinclads'weekend
Tune is "running" shorl
for the Falcon indoor Irack
squad.
Following competition
a i three sites over the
weekend and with only this
weekend's Mid-American

Conference

Invitational

remaining on the schedule,
ihe local thinclads have yet
10 garner a qualifier for the
NCAA Indoor Championships.
"This week it's a make
or break shot." BG assistant
coach Tom Wright said.
"Bui I'm optimistic. If we
can gat some of our people
back, we'll qualify
someone."
WITH RUNNERS Ivan
Imanuel. Rick Hutchinson
and Randy Zimmerman still
sidelined with the flu, the
Falcons' best performance
came at the Ohio State
Midwest
USTFF
Invitational.
Even though Dan
Dunton's 880-yard mn
effort of 1:54.2 was the
lone championship, the
Falcons also featured a pair
of record performances.

Senior Lew Maclin earned
third in the triple jump with
a 48-11 Vi effort, the second
time he's broken his own
school mark this season.
Ron Taylor, meanwhile,
took third in the 600-yard
dash in 1: 11.3. equalling the
record he set last year in the
event.
OTHER PLACERS at
OSU included: Brian Storm,

fifth in the 60-yard dash.
6.4; Gary Desjardins. third
in the mile in 4:11.3 and
Bob Lunn. fourth in the
two mile in 902.5.
Bowling Green also
placed in four events Friday
at the Eastern Michigan
Invitational, but its only
two runners did not score at
the Wolverine Classic at the
University of Michigan
Saturday.

Intramural notes
Entries for the all-campus swim meet are due today in
the Intramural Office. 201 Memorial Hall. Entries are
available from fraternity and residence hall athletic
chairmen and at the IM office.
Prelims will be held at 4:30 pan. tomorrow with finals
set for 4 p.m. Thursday in the Natatorium.

• • •

Sigma Phi Epsilon snared its third straight indoor relays
title Thursday as it edged Sigma Chi. 21-19. Kappa Sigma
finished third with 11 points.
Two meet records were broken on the Men's Gym oval Kohl Hall in the 12-lap event with a time of 3:02.6 and
Sigma Chi in the four-lap relay at 55.0.

• • •

The Nurds captured the all-campus coed curling
championship with a 4-2 victory over the Sweepers in the
final match. Members of the title team were Bernie Camp,
Jon Carver, Sherry Ohmann and Barb Zaslona.

Falcon gymnast Marly Wacker performs part of her routine on the balance beam.

r
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Three is a Crowd!
Four's o Party. j
Have a party with four
Free 16 oz. Pepsi's
With the purchase off a 18" pizza
A $1.20 value.
Please ask for Free pop when you order
offer good through
FRIDAY. MARCH 5.
A plua novor hod it so good.
Fast Froo Dolivory
352-5166
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